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An ori.ginal ·met]lOd·,r'or· counting macroph:age precu·rsors from 
' l . . . 
I . 
· . . . 
p 
.. 
. . · peripher~l· blood . i~ pres~nted: . ~he i~t~rest in 'd~veloptng this . meth?d 
lay in a~ un~esolved qqestio~ about . . p_atients macrdphage. behaviour 'in 
, "o.f . 
-... · , 
; . 
withr~ance~ • . 
I • 
. It ... is known ' that patient~ th advanced cance~r have · reduced ·cell-:-
' .. 
0 • • • , 
mediated immun~ty, -as sho,wn bY. _poor .del-ayed ·'res)>Onses .tq intraderma~ 
• • 0 •• ••• • 
.. ~njections of ·a, wide r~nge of. microbial at:ltige_t:ls: . Furthermore it. has 
been d·e.rnonsti:"ated t~a t the' c;'ellular ' respori~e to ·abrasion ' of' the sk:in 
"" ' .. - •/) . . . . ' ' .. ~.. : 
in tanc~r patients . sho;~· a signif~c~:int . :reduction in the ... number of ' ' 
.. 
., . 




' . ' 
' ' .. , 
. '; /' '· 
. :..../ 
. - ~ 
. ~ . 
' 
individuals·. : "' ... . . ' It is likely that the reduced macrophage response and the , 




reduced cell-mediated -immune response are causally related •. This 
• • l • 
• reduced rnononucle~r response could be due to a tnunerical reduction o.f 
.. 
. macrophage piecursork in · the bloodstream. ~The objective of thi~ thesis 
~ ~ . t 
. . 
., . . . 
. was to. investigate 't is po~sibil:i.ty by counting, the · . ~umber of macro-
.. phage precu'rsors i n the bloodstream . 
The method for counting macrophage precursors .entail~ culturing· 
. \ ... 
.a l'eukocyt~ suspension ~_or seven days. During this period <?f · 
• 
incubation precursot- cells develop into macrophag~s. The rna.crophage · 
. . 
·.preparations can be fi:xe.d . in situ , stained and the macrophages counted. 
No · p~e.ferenti~l · loss of any ty'pe of whi'tfi! cell was ~b~erved during the. 
T ••' ' • 
•various stages of · Pt;'eparation of the leuk'ocyte suspens.icm, thus 
''· ·· .ind ic~ting the ~alidity of the me thod. Furt~errnore the ma crophage s 
ar~ no~-9.'i·~iding 'cells . ~nder these -conditions. Tests o f r~liability 
I . . . .. 
of t~e /metKbd were considered satisf actory. 







"' ·. 4 ' ' • ! ' iv 
, .. . ~ 
.  
t , . ·- ~ • • ,JQ ' I • ( • 
. The nun,tbe~r of 'macrophage precursors . in. ·2 .~ healtl)y . adults avera~ed 
. · 3-4¥.·. ~f. · -~he tn:i. t~ ·c~lls . and the ~oun·~s wer~ li~earl~. re:ated· .to t~e 






. ' ' 
the ·blood • . T·he . higher the . tot~l nutnber· . ' , 
. : 
,;' , 
. ' 0 
.. of· white ce-lls, ~the high~r th · nul)lbei of macrophl!ge precursors. 
,. 
. ·. 
' • ;· •• 0 • • • ~ ' • 
· In. a preliminacy s tu~y R 
~ ' . . . 
. . 
en patients · with ·. cancer were compared 
n , 1 
I 
·with seven _healthy contro1 ~cts; there ·was . no significant~ 
-~-~ c:; differe~ce 'in the : number. of rna rophage :pre.cprsors in tqe two . groups~ . . , . . . . 
.Thus, - if these preliminary res lts are. :confirm~, the reduced macrophage · 
1.. . . ·l . 
,. . 
"· ,. - . 
·. ' 
emigration ·onto skin .windows thaf ·chas b~en observed by: o_the~s in cancer·. 
I ' • o f . ~ 
I • 
p'ati~nts CS'Q best be explained' by' a ~ailure of chemotactic· mechanisms, 
" · ~tatist:ic-~1_-· analys_i~ : ot .. th~ haem~~o~o~ic· /~ta . i~ t-~e cance1r group as 
.-
· i 
. comjlared with the healthy controls revealed one·fiigni ficcant diffe'rence. Q 
,. - . " . 
in heal~hy peopie the number of macrophage precursors correlated · .· · 
' I • f> • • . ...,, 
. positively ~ith the to'tal white cell count; on the other hand, in the 
. . cancer, group· there was no such correlation. This .difference between 
• I • 
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INTRODUCTION' . . ·.? . ~ ', .. ~ 
' '• .
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE. ··-:---.---
-· .. 
i . 
· , ·Macrophag~s, the topic o~ this · ·~hesis, . are. pa~t of the s~~stein 
a fl • • ' • • 
"' of phagocytes defin~d by, Aschoff in 1~24 .which he p.amed the Ret:f,.,culo.:.. 
. . 
. 
Endothelial system (RE&). The function of RES cell& is well established 
to be that of scavengers, removing' ·part'icl.e~, tissue ~ebris, eff.ete 
cells' -e~ •••. an~ · indeed it is by ~u~p ~1 ,functional test· that the cells 
... ·-
- ' 
of the .R.J?S were identified. Thus the function of these cells· is relatively 
'-' 
n'on-s.p_eHfic. : However macro phages aore also· essential .for the proper 
'\ 
functioning of the antigen-specifi~ . cell~ of. the immune.. system, the \ . 
.. 
lYmphocytes. Here it· is evide.rit that prior treatment of .some 81} tigens 
. . , .) .. 
. ,. by m~rophages • is necess~ry .b~fore the l~phocyte"s are ·able to resp~nd· 
.. t " ' • ~ 
to the anti~ep· and mount a specific immune response.· . 
. . . 
A .third involvement of marcrophages--J,n immunity is revealed · 
I , , r . ,.. . . . .. 
when we consid~r the effe'Ctot" function ' of the specific 'cell-mediated 





It is evident th.a~ rton-:specific cells, ~ncluding . 
·macrophages, play a vital role. here; in their absence . an expression . 
. 4 I. . . - . . . 
of cell- meq:lated immunity, such as the lesion :of delayed 
. i . !!"\;:.. . • hypersensitivity, • ,.,. • '<t , ,. 
... 
I 
cannot be elicited. ' · 0 
. I ~ 
In this , thesis we are interested in patients with cancer. Such· 
patie~ts ·have ~een shown by m~ny· investigators to have reduced cell~ 
media,te d illununity (C.M.I.). These resulis correlate pos;ltively in a 
' I 
most interesting manne r . with reduced · macr qphage emigrati.on on.to the · 
' 













C.M.I. may .be important in eliminating tumour cells - it seemed worth-
wl_lne· following the,se obseiva tioris. · -our intention was to see if the 
- ~ .. 
failure 0~ omac_raphilge 
duction in the number 
emigration. ont;¢:'~overslips was tfue to a re-
o£ .11\a~~ophage ~ ~Jcursors, in the bloodst~eam, 
since it is known that macrop·hages adhering to such coyerslips 
-
·are derived from :. a circulatin~Qr· e_ctrs~~ cell. 
f ~-~ -
Cancer: Evidence for Beneficial Role of Immune Mec!banism. 








• # • t , 
sponb:ineous regression of c~cer (Smithers, '1964; Everson and -Cole,.l966) 
• - o • -' o , I # 
- and '_the more connnon it?-stances ~ of, patients who survive for 16ng periods 
.. 
in apparent biological ~quilibr1um with their .cancers sugge~_ts that 
I . 
there is some form of control mechanis:ri. Naturally an immunological 
·mechanism has b.een s'uggested. .Although these regressing cancers are 
rare, they are ·nevertheless frequent enough to suggest that .sometimes 
. . . • 'I . ' 
. .(b) !!!!!!~!!E_~~!~~n~: Although r~search irrt'o possible inv~1vement ---? 
-<:'\ 
the growth of rnalf.gnan t tumours ls slowed and even stopped by some 
- ~type, of inhibi t~ry reaction. : 
. I ~ ' t 
of the imntune system started £x:om the end of the last century, there 
.. -
. ,. 
·~ ·· I ·.·.-
. ' . . vl 
.: . 
f ' 
was no great progress initially. The main z:eason was that the ex-.. 
-pe~imen~s involved trtpsplant~ti_on of tumoy.rs into genetically different 
'animal~:- where they were of course rejected like ~ny other' homograft. 
. . ' . ~ 
These· studies f\iled to prove that the common transplantable tumours· 
of rodent!3 contained tumour-spec-~fic antigens (Wog1om, 1929). The 
rfirst ~~c~~nition t,ha~ pur.e- line mice must b 'e used if reproducil>le 
I'.-
.... '1, ~ ~f't -' 













. ' . 
.. 
results were· to be · obtained in .· the study of transplantable · cancers 
\ . • ' ... - . 
' w~~ made .by Little .. in_-1941-, .~d it .was only when tumou~s· b~gan to be 
transplanted into genetically iden'tical (syngeneic) animals ·that t!te 
present.e of ·tumour-specific antigens . could. be pro~ed. 
? . 0 
N:oplastic cells were. then found to. be antigeni~al.J."y _.·different 
' 0 
from the normal tissue ceUs of their hosts in virtually all _. experimen.tal 
·t~o-ur-systems ~ested; . the . appearance· of' new tumour-specific cfil'tigEms . 
was clearly demonstrated. in .the expedments o~ Foley .. (1953) and bf 
Prehn· and Main (1957). 
Tumour--specific antigens bavE7 now been demonstrated in a 
. ri~ber. of ;,human malignancie~. For example, carcinoembryonic an~igEm 
.. .... ' ' 
.J • . ; ' • • 
.(CEA) has been found in tumours C?f the human digestive· system (Gold 
. -
and Freedman, 1965a,b); Bur~itt's Lymphqma (Burkitt, 1958) h.as an 
. . 
antigen resembling Epstein"Barr virus an~igen; malignant melanol!la 
h~s been shown to contain specific antigens (Lewis,' 1967; 1969); 
' . . ' -
0 0 ° 
neurob.lastama has '.its'.?wn an~igen (He'llsot~~m et al., 1968a) and there 0 
a·re' others · ~hi'ch nave be~n re~ently rev4.ewed (Piesa~ns, 1970). ( . . 
0 <c) ~ee~!f!~~!l!!l!!!!!!:_~~~£~~~~~-~~!!!!~~-!~1!2~~!...~~!~!:~~: 
(i) . . Circulato~ng'_ Anti-tumour . Antib~diee: Since ~tigens . 
. ,
were ftund in tumours i~ .was naturai:·to ~nquire ·if there ·were itmnune 
· responses -atount.ed ask these ant~~e·~s. Se·r~l~gic techni!ly.~s have 
·..:- . . . . ' ' ' ~ . -... ... ,.;:· ... ~ ·. 
) • · ~· ~ .. -;.·. . ... 
·· · .. ;, ~een ~mployed extensively .to determine ~umour oiuununity ~n ca~cer ... 
patients. The Grahams in . 1955 were the ·.first to demonstrate imti- . 
. . . 0' ·tumour antibodie:s it¥ sera ot cihcer ·patients. Thereafter numerous o 
... ~ ' . 
Q • . 
investigators etnp1oying .various l.abora~ory techniques ~ave sought and 
~· : 
' ... ' ' 





· , . 
' ' . ,' 





.. . .,. 
tep~rted the presence· of . ant~bo.dies in ~eia of . ~'ati~nts ~ith a : 
( • - • • • • • Q · 
. 'Jariety of'.neoplasm. · In .1965, . Go~d and Fre.edman- (1965b) reported 
.the . presence of c~icfilating · antibodies · ~o carcinomas of the digestive 
syst.em.· : In ·1968," Morton and Malmgrem (1~68a)~employing imrnuno-
. . . '3. ' 
11uoresce'nce noted a high inciden.ce qf antibodies to . osteosarcomas 
~in the. s~r~ :of· .pati~~t~ ri~h · t~i.s dise~se, others . (Lew~s, 1~·6?. ; Morton 
et "al., 1968b; Oettgen' et al., 1968) · uSing innnunoi'luorescence techniq~~s, 
found 'and reported the· presence o; cil?culating antibodies in serum 
-{ of. p~ti~~ts with mali$nant me~anoma. 
(ii) Cellular Immune Response. in Vitro: Studies in vitro 
• .. , i ' • .. ' .. 
. have demonstrated that animals as wei! as humans can mount cell..:. 
""' ' 
·mediated immun~ .respo~ses 
' .. . / . .. 
. . 
asa:inst tumour cells _which possess tumour 
. I 
speci;fic tissue ant:i.~ens. 
• j • 
.. , . ' 
. ' . ~ . 
, Levy et ·al., in~ 1972 · showed ~hat patients with· primary intra-
'• 
,. crani~l neoplasms, both well differentiated ~d 'anaplastic, intra-
' e ' • • ' ~. 
' 
and ·ext~a-cerebral, _posses·s .ed pe~ipheral blo~d lymphocytes that were · .· · 
. . . . . . . p 
specifically cytotoxic in vitro ·to tissue cultured, autochtho-nous 
. .. , -
tu~our 'cells. These studies also -sugges_t .ed that antis.enic cross~ 
·' 
reactivi~y existed between gliobiast~ma c.ells from different patient~ .. (- . 
and moreover, between sli.oblastoma and melanoma cells. ·Other !!i. vitro 
. . . . 
t-echniqu.es, such as ·colony · inhib.it.ion have been used extensively by 
( . 
th~ Hellstroms • . In · this technique .tumour cells_ are plated onto· Pe~ri 
dishes so . a~. tot8e~d a certain number of .colonies per dish~ Subsequent 
. . . ..., . . 
to cell :attachment, they are exposed ~o eithez: sensitized (immune) or · ~ .. . , ... · 
' • • • • ' • , • • (I • ' I • • ,tl ' 
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are stained and counted. Blood lymph~.cytes. ·from ·patients witl\1 
. . ' . 
ne_uroblastomas_ have b~en found ·to inhibit t_he ·~n v~tro colony' format!"~·· 
.of p~a-ted ne~r~blastoma cells ~-independently of ~hether. the .lym...:. (j 
. "' 
phocytes are derived from patients with active disease or from 
•' . ' 
patients who ar~ symf>tom free following the~a·py (Hellstrom et al., .. 
. • • I • • • . • ,. , • 
. ' 
1968a, .1970a)·. Ser~ from the \former group of patient~, but. n~t . · 
. . . \ . ' ' , .. 
• • f .. ! • • • • • .. • • " 
· from the latter. one,' can specii;ically nullify the inhibitory effect 
. . ' 
.. ' 
. . .  ' " 
'of t~e lymphocytes, . a phenomenon which is pro~ably analogous to.' , · 
. 
efferent inununological enhancement · (Hellstrom . an~ Hellstrom~ i970b); 
. : . ' ' . . · ' . ~ 
. · Lymph_o·c;t~s : from patients .with ~ .vari~tY. of tumours o~her , · 
' :? I 
,l • • 
than .neuroblastomas have also been found· to inhibit colony fo~ation 
j ; •• .'J • 
of pla·ted neo~l~stic ceFs" o.f ·1:he r.espective types (Hellstrom ·et ~1., 
·1968b, 19JOb, c) , and they have beEm shown· to have .a ·direct 9t~tC?xic ' · 
ef.fe.ct on the tumo:r cells as- ~eli (Chu ~t al., 1967; Bubeni~ .et· al., 
o ' 0 • I 
1970a;b). Recently, anti-tumour .. immune responses both humo~al an~ 
cell~lar have been extensively reviewed by Piesaen-s, ··l9iO and "Southam, 
' . . . 
. . 
lgJl.and ,wil:~: ~ot .. b'e. elaborated furtH~r i~ th:i.s ~~vle~ • 
. "' . . . . ' ' , .. 
• J • 
Rol of Macro ·1\'a es in Cell-Me"diated Immunit · · \ 
., 
a) ~!~~!~'~!!!!~~!~!!~~!~!!-2~-~!,£e~!a~~t .:.. ~e mononuclear -cel .. is 
. ... 
comprlsing the macrophage system are charact'~Yiz~d by' their highly 
• • • ' n • ' I ' 




- ? . 
· mat~t"~als. c~.ll~ whic~, differ in c~~tain . . f~~ionai_: capaciti~s or · ~~~i • . .... 
i~ . 'mo~~holoS~cai .a€;~r~-c~ f~om- tr\~. ~YP.i.cal tiss~e macroph~ge are .. :- · · 
•• ., 0 A. ... ' : r ... .. • , 1 • • ~· 
·, . usually irtcf-_u.c;led in this hetrogertous ·system. Ce~ls;s~5~~ · { .t~e ~i~r'o-·.:: ~ ... :.:· · ·. · , . 
./' .· 1 ... _,·. ' \ ' . • - ... .. . :4 \ 
··' . ~· . . .. 
.. " · ·~ • • -~-- f'l :'-\... ,~ • •• • '. · ~ 
- - · ...... , ~ . ~· • • t) 
~ . 
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·. , . ·. ~ 
.• 
Q ' 
I '7 . 
. . 
gB.a in the· br.~i~ and _Kupfer cells of t;he ·Hv~r are examples of thi~·, · 
b • ._ •,\ , , "' ' I /,• ••, 
variation. Th~ te~ "macrophage" itself . is ~ow· ;U'sed fairly ·· gene~ally~;,. 
be. • .. • • • - • : f • ' ,•,. 
as a gr9up des~gnatiori for these yarious c~lls (Ve~on-Roberts, 1972).' 
0 ' I Q 
- ' 
•• • • • -
0 
The. myelog_enous origin of" '-the: mon~nu~l~ar phagocy~e·s of the 
. . . ' . J ·. . I .. . 
biood was. 'hrst demonstr-ated in r~cliation chiineras ·given allogeneic 
. • I , ~ , '· 
.. 
. bone tparrctw .cells (Balner , .. 1963; · 'doo~an·,· 1964.; Vit:olai~en ," 1968) •· 
. ' . 
• I '• • • ' \ 
The ~.one, m~rrow. orig;n of .tissue ~~ct;oph~ges of the rat which :atf~ch 
. • . '' ~ . . • u • 
• · to:· subcutan,eously implanted. glass coversli:_~J::~~s. very cle~y shown 
by. Vollonan and Gowans in 1965a,b. They · impiaxn:'it~c>Ve_rslipS!· sub-
. ~ 
'.··" . 
. ... . 
. . ' 
cutaneously in rats and sho~ed · that lfmphocy~e depletion by either 
. . /.' 
cbr£?nic dr_3;inage from 'the thoraaic otict or 400 rads of X-irradiation 
fail~d to suppres's. tn'e emigration of m~crophages _onto the .cover~li~s. 
, I t ~ ·- ~ ~ 
- This ~ showed that the circulati~g - lymphocyte is unlike~y to be the 
:~ pt:.ectirsor of 
. . 
F~rthermore, · X-irradiation of r~ia wiLh 
J',. . • ..  ,v•! ··. ,. \ 
of the e:X:udate macrophages ~ . ·Rats 
• . .1.. • 
were during 
~ . 
irradiat~on~ . rbey als9 showed that.labelled monocytes were found 
' ~,;_. .- ' -. . 
"-IJ •. ,. . 
- ·. · · :m · the blood of rats which had received inj ections of labelled bori'e 
• ' & • • ~ • ! • . . . • 
. ' 
.marrow. 
' > exp~riments ~o~c~~sive~y showed a bone marrow origin' 
I 
'. 
and provided·. _suggestive evidence that the 
macrophage .. ntight develop from Cir.culating ,monocyt~s. 
. . / . 
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d " ( 
, () 
. ·' 
of the lesions • . Many of thea~ ~ononuclear· cells are macrophages, 
~ 
8 
·although a varia~le .nUinher of l~phocytes are .present. It appe\rs 
th.at ·~~~ effe~to/ cell~ · int .~.I~ re~cti~n~ · such a~- Del~;ed Hyp·e-~­
s_ens_itivity (D.H~) includes these mac~ophages,_ howevet,---the lyrilpho~yfe 
r ·.,..._ -!,_, ~ , 1° " " 1 ' ~J 0 
..... ,. ,-;,., r . ....:.· . .. · . . 
. i~·'. tlf~r-4~,11 .which initiates the ~hole . response.; A relatively· small 
. ,::., ; ~ - r .. ~ .. ~ ' 'nlr. . ... 
--:ot~•·,'. : . .. ·, : ;)~:~. . . ' . - , 
.. nunibln: :of specifically sensitized -lymphocytes react with antigen at · 
... , . . . . . ' . . . . . . 
' . 
. ; the site"of inje~tio~ _ and ar~ stimulated to sy~thesize and release 
c 0 '. '; ' . - . . .. 
· factors-~hich elicit inflamnatory rea~t~o~ and 9ause~the ~ccumulation 
of mon'ocytic infiltrate from the blood (Kosunen et: al., 1963) ~ 
Cells of the .monocytlc infiltrate in D.H. originate from a 
rapidly p~olif~rating : pool o.f · ~ne ·marrow ;rec_ursor cells. In 
• • • • t\ • ..: 
. 3 . . 
addition, studies with H -Thymidine have revealed that the lar,g~ 
\majority of the cells in D.H. reactions ~n. passively sensitized 
~ 
~ . . 
animals are host cells. Thus 80% pf these cells are labelled if 
. . 
3 H -Thymidine is administered to the· recipient · _animals , 24 hours bef~re 
. passive · transfer (McCluskey et al., 1963) • 
. This nonsp_ecific infiltrate is essentia'l in the pathogenes_is 
of the lesion, since irradiation· of_ th~ recipient animal p'revious t .o 
· the passive transfer ·of · sensitized _cells from' ·another ani mal renders 
d . 
it'. in"capable ?f exhibiting· _A. D·.H. reaction (Coe et al., 1966). Pre-
suinably the failure is because' of destruction o(. the bon,e mar~ow_ j)re-) 
cursor cells o f the blood monocytes . 
Non-Tumour S ecif ic Chan es in the Immune S stem in 
. " With r egard tq the antibody producing 
. . 
- - "':" 
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.. : .. ; ~ ~ 









capacity of patients with cancer, Southam and colleagues (Southam 
and Moor_e, 1954; Southam and Green~, 1958) have shown apparently 
-~ 
normal antibody formation follo~ng West Nile and 
"} ' 




normal antibody .response to pneumococcal pol;saccharid~ in~ group 
oJ· can.cer p,atients • . Levin et tl, in 1970 coinpared the production · 
of 7$ ;and 19S antibody in patients w.i.th various types of carcinoma, 
. . 
in . patients with lymphomatous neoplasms and in healthy controls, at 
. . 
9 
• ·weekly intervals · following administration of 170 Yellow Fever live 
_!I 
~ 
virus· v~ccin~. They reported similar means and ranges of antibody 
.·'tit res in carciiwma patien~s and contrqls. However, ,they showed· 
a slight· delay in antibody produ.~tion ~n the cancer patients. Other 
-:. ' . 
reports have stated results which. conflict with those above, Lytton 
and Hugh~s ~ 1964 hav\e reported that serum an~!b,od~ resp~nses \to . 
. . \ . . / 
_.tetanus toxoid were significantly lower in cancer patients than in 
~ ..... 
~ .. _ ' ' 
... __ ' ,  
healthy controls. Similarly.L~e et al. (1970) meas~red the'aptibody 
resp.on~e to primary immunization with monomeric fl_agellin from 
Salmol}ella adelaide in 61 patients with cancer. Subsequently; the 
. \. 
antibody-producing capacity of individual patients was correlat~d" with 
. . . - ' 
their survival. L~e et ai. reported that in 27 patients suffering 
'from "active" ·cancer 
. , 
·- ~ antibod,-produc~ng . capa~ity was .significantly , 
depressed (p < O: OS) . as compared with sic~ but not cancerous controls; 
.:--.... 
in . l3 such patients~who survived more than 6 months after ~unization; · 
. . ~~-
antibody-producing capaci.ty was moderately depressed, wher~as -in 14 
w~o survived less than 6 months, the. capacity was marke~ly depressed. 







~n'tibody-p'roducing capacity was sig~ificantly gr~ater · t .han that .of . 
the "hospital" controls and the. patients with "active" cancer; 
forma~ion- in this group was still' significantly . 
healthy subjects. · It may be concluded from these · 
. ' 
latter repor.ts . at some anti'bodY. responses in pa~ients with 'Cancer 
are depr.ess~d · 
. . 
Workers in this·· field have used. differept -antigen_s and 
the patie~ts had di~ferent types of ·neoplas~ wi~h varying .natural 
histories. These tWo discrepancies c~uld be enough to explain the 
apparent disagreement in_ the literature. 
. (b) . ~e!:~.i~!E_£!:~i!~~!:~-!~~~~!~l; Cellu"lar immunity is· the 
basis-of both the delay~d \ype hypers~nsiti.vity ~espouses · (Lawrenc·~, 
1959), ~nd the reje:ction of~omogr~fts (Snell·, 1963). It is ~ene~ally 
' thought that cellular immunity to tumour-specif~~ tissue antigens 
(T.s.r.A.) has a more significant 'role~ humoral 'immunity as a host 
d~fens.e against neoplasia; a defect in this .Hoe of defenc~ may be 
the 'l!lajor ·cause for the survival and l?cal_ spread of 'neoplasms·; . 
antib~dy.is probably of prime impo~tance ib preventing -metastasis. 
methods 
testing 
• .. .? 
To test the cell~mediated immune system in ~' various 
have b~en : employed. ·. · some ~of,. these me.thoda· ,invol :e: 
the ability of a person to respond to an ' in~adermal 
(a) 
with a battery of delayed allergens; (b) testing the _ability of ·the 
. 
per.son tu ' reject a ho~ograft or an autochthonous tumour graft or a 
homograft of tissue cultured cells. 
'· 
.. •• 
' •• 11 
..... :;-: 
'· .· .. · 
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(i) . . 'Delayed Hypersensitivity: So1owey .et al. (1967) skin 
,' " . 
test.ed 1.50 · patients with cancer, with ~ battery of delayed allergens 
which included Streptokinase-Strep~odornase (?K-SD L~derle) _dissolved 
·in normal saline (10 units SK ~ 2:5 units SO), pp~ of tubercu~in (0.2 meg) 
histoplasmi? (N~H standar~), dip~heria_ toxoid (Mass. · .Biological Labs) in 
doses of 0.008 LF, coccidioidin (University bf California, Lot 64) in 
. ' . 
dilution of 1:100, pnd mumps skin test ·antigen (Lilly Laboratori~). 
One hundred ten patients were completely anergic to the test antigens, 
J • 
and of thes.e anergic patients 94 had evidence of metastatic disease at - . 
a later operation. In contrase -only 14 out of 80 healthy controls prove~ 
to .be anergic by their tes~ routine. · ~or~elation of responses with t~ 
. I 
presence. or absence ot' ·metas~atic dise_ase ind_icated that t'rfj anerg~. of 
patients with cancer fs associated with spread of t~e tum,o~~beyond local 
. . ' 
confines, and that there is only a slight difference in D.H. responses in 
patients with localized cancer when compared with those who are cancer free. 
• • • ..!.. .. • • ··~ 
.. . ' ·. . 
The experiments of Logan (1956) ·showed that the ~ncidence of a ROsitive 
mumps· skin test.was low in patients with .advanced carcinoma, but normal 
. 
in patients · with . early carcinoma .• I 
. . 
The development of ~elayed hypersensitivity to a previously 
\... 
. . 
unencountered ~ensitizing agent was studied by' Levin et al. (1964a) in 
.patients with. advanced cancer and was compared ·with findings in patients 
, • f 10 
with non-neoplastic diseases and with healthy co~trol subjects. 
They induc~d s~nsitizarfo~ bi applying 0.02 ml. of 0.05 M dinitro~ 
' f}uorobenze~e (DNFB) l~ acetone and-corn oil solution ·to'the ~kin for 
24 hdj.Irs. After 10 to 15 days, -patch · t~sts wit~ 0·.01 M· DNFB ~ere 
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I 
·They found . that petients with ad\Tanced cancer (other than ne~plasms of 
I 
• 0 
the reticuloendothelial system) and without recerit or concurrent anti- > 
.. ~ ... ' . 
cancer treatment, showed a significantly · lower ancidence o.f resp.onse 
-to DNFB ·· than either healthy controls . or patients with debilitating · 




"'non-neoplastic diseases. - p·ositive tubercu.lin' tests were 'also less 
. • l -frequent in the cancer group, thus confirming an impairment of cell 
\ I ~ 
mediated· .immunity in patients with advanced cancer. 
. ·These experimel).ts taken together indtsate _that there· is a ~ 
. .., ~· . ., 
_progressive depression in delayed hypers~nsitfvity. in patients with · 
.cancer whi,ch w~rsens· ·a; the tumour sp~,eads~ 
.• 
~ .:~ 1 ./ ... 
(ii) Graft Rejec~ion: Kelly et al. (1958), GreEW: an,d Gorso 
, ~~-
..... ··' . 
ha~e described prolongeo sur~ival of . ..... (1959) and Miller et al. (1963) 
skin allografts . both .in , patients 'with Hodgk~n 1 s ·d.t:sea or· other. lymphomas. 
\ . 
Snyderman et al. (1960), Gardner and Prest~n (1962 have conducted 
... 
similar experiments in patients with no~-lymphoma ou~alignancy with 
,. . . . 
similar findings. ¥, 
I 
An'other approach ..to t~stin's)J:h.e ability of pat~ents to reject 
grafts has been to use _!!!. vitr<o cultured human cancer cells. Patients 
• 
with advanced cancer .exhib~ted delayed ~ejection of such transplants ,~ 
(Southam and Moore, 1958; Southam et al., '1957). In another study, 
. . ' . 
. . 
Leyin and colleagues (1964b) reported that nine·teen" p,atient_s with · 
debility not due to cance.r 'showed '!-no ~elay in rejection of cultt!red 
human cancer .cells, thus ruling out simple debility as a cause 'for 





























. , (c) · · £~!!~!!!!_~~~e~ri~~~.!:~-~!:~~~!£!!!_!E!!!!!!~!!-~!-~~!!! :. Southam 
. ., . 
and his colleagues have s·tudied the local ce~lul~r response to skin 
.. ~ , . . 
·~~rasion, ~ by the' "skin window ' _techn~q~e" of ·~ebuck and by 




placed either a ~overslip or a fluid filled chamber over the l~siori. 
·' ~ ...... .. 
The cellular exudates that .appeared were then ana~yzed~ 
Dizon ·and Southam (1963) studied th-is cellular response in 
.~ . 
30 heal.thy volunteers, 83 patients with advanced cancer, 18 patients•· 
' . . 
t 
• ':l ~ • • 
with early cancer and 53 patients with ~iseases other than cancer. 
. . . .. ' 
They kept the· proportion of male and ' female pat.ients similar in all 
' .. 
0 
·groups except ·for ·the early cancer group in -which. there- were females 
. ' . . . only~ . Th:y. observed · that inyalthy· contr?ls at 6_ ~ours · aft~r abrasion, 
the, cells on the coverslip were almos.t all . neutrophil polymorphonuclear 
~1•.& ' o I 
' f I 
leuchocytes~ ·. At 24 and 48 hours the majority of ce_ll~ _were macrophages. 
In . pat~ents w:i:th _advanced- cancer the response at 6 ·hours was ~~imilar 
to that ·of the healthy <;ontrols, but at 24 and 48 .hours, neutrophile 
were .still 'more abundant th~ macroph~es. Figu_re 1 illusttates this • 
significant differen~e between the advanced cancer patients ·and normal 
controls. Mean values for the percentages of ·macrophages pr~sent are 
. 




standard . deviation range and little overlap even a_t · .. -~o. stand~~d deviations -
~ ~ 
· . in the 21, and 24 ~ur data. 
. . . 
( 
In order to· see if simple debility was the _4eciding· factor, 
.. . 
• v 
Dizon: and Southam correlated their results with the. perf~til1anc,e status 
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F;f.g~re 1.· -' Rebu"ck Test (modifi~d). 
·M.~c~~phage. r~sp~nses to sandpaper t _es t in · 30 
healthy controls and 83 patients with advanced ·' 
cancer. The shaded ' ~reas present the one standard 
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· of the ?V~r-all status of a patient, . reflec~ing the' totality of ·patho-
~ • 0 • • ~ 
, genic mechaniSmS that reduce the . patient IS ability tO carry :On no!:naJ.. 
activities. An indiyidual. with'unlimited activity ·h~~ -~ PS of .. lOO; 
. 
as need for nursing increases, the PS decreases, thus a bedridden · 
, . 
PS of 'l.o. ·It patient would have a PS of 50, and a moribund ·patient• a 
was shown that with . . 53 non:-cance.r patients (~alyze.d i _n a sim~lar fashiort 
there was no correlation between' PS aJld macrophage res'porise·. · On the 
. 
)Pther hana a goo~ positive . correlation was found in cancer ~atients be-
tweet) ,the Various stages of. their disease prOCef3S and their mac.r.ophage 
-
re9ponse •• Thus one..; cannot blame the reduced .cellular response on tHe . 
..,J 
overall status of physical debility of .the p~tient. · . l . 
The authors summarized the results of ~lr 4 groups of patients 
. . 
in the. 'graph reproduced onr the next · page ~s F~sur'e 2~: ~~e contrasting 
. ' 
results· between the advanced cancer pa~ients and normal_ <;Pntrols ~d .-
"' the patients with diseases other than ·cancer can be clearly seen. It 
i.s interesting to note .. tha~ results of 18 early cancer patients 'lay 
· between .those of the normals to t.hose of advanced cancer; this ·s~gge~ts 
a direct re~tions_hlp . between t.he stage. ~f ~cancer and the macrophage . 
. response, 
' 
, Goldsmith et al. (1965) pursued this study further . by testing 
quantitatively as well as· qualitatively, the-.. cellular responses in cancer 
patients • They employed th~ skin' wi,;dow ~echni~ ue for their q uali·,~~i ve 
experiments and a Sykes Moore· chamber strapped to the forearm for counts 
~, .. 
of the . total number of c'ellsr act~ally emigrating .from the abras'ion. They 
• 0 
·. tested 13 healthy adults and 32 patients with advanced carcinoma. Their" 
• t 
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' I ... ' . 
Figure' ·2 • . Rebuck Test (modified). · 
.Mean macrophage responses .~o sandpaper test 
in each of t he. s t uqy gr oups. .· 
• p 
~ . 
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results are shown in Table ·!. It can be seen that there was indeed a 
lower mononuclear response in patients wit~ncer both qualitativeiy 
. . ./' ' • . . 
and quantitatively. Ninety7 five percent of the cells entering the 
Sykes Moot."~ chamber (presumably this is ~orrect, the ··original' pap·er 
is equi~ocal on this point) resembled macrophages·: ·the remainder were 
lymphoc~tes. · Although ~p.e total number of cells _emigrating in ~he · · 
two groups of indiyiduals were similar, th~ percentage of mono-nuclear 
. . . . 
cells that was observed was different. This study therefore confirmed 
.. 
the previous report by Dizon an~ Southam. The quantitative studies 
not ?niy show~d a lower percentage of ~acrophage~ but· also a lowe~ · 
17 
·' 
a~solu~-~~~~ber of macrophages, establishing ; that the percentage difference 
·-. 
· \ 
really is due. to a def.ective ·macrophage_ response rather than art'' excessive .. 
polymorphonuclear reactio~. 
,:;.,.:·..i'.--:-- •1"'~.:;._ -~- -
The presumed relationship bet~e~ a defective ma7rophage 
response and ·defect.tve cell ... mediate'd immu'l\:ity in pal:;len'ts ~it~ advanted 
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' Total Cells Total Mononuclear Cells 
p 
32 Patients With Cancer. 2. 7 Million o. 26 Million 
13 Normal 2."8 Million 0. 52 Million 
\ 
( 95 % Were Mac_rophages ) 
·. QUAliTATIVE ·.- METHOD 
. tal Skin Window ' '--\--. (bl Chamber As Above .. 
o/o Monon:uclear Cells % Mononuclear Cells 
. ·-
32 Patients With -Cancer 42 . 13 





. Table L . . Mod~f.~ed. from Golpsmi.th et al. (19~5). 
. ' ' 
The table shows the cellulat: re·sponses on cover 
. slips_ and irt . Sykes-Moore tissue culture chambers • . 
~ .... A reduced mononuclear cen ~~sponse is evident 
iri patiel'\ts with c~cer with both techniques. 
.. • • •J 
.. . 
. \ . 































. ~\! 2. OBJECTIVE OF. THIS WORK 
I. 
. . . 
The prece~'ding review of the literature has docUmented that 
as a group1 patients with cancer tend to have impa~red cell-mediated 
. . 
. ' . 
~ 
immune responses. Furthermore,~ studi~s with the "skin window' technique" · ) . . 
. . 
have revealed that patients with cancer show proportionally fewer 
. \.P 
macrophages in the cellular exudate that·. is induced by abrasion of the 
. ' 
skin •. Sin~e mononu~lear · cells . a~e important for c~ll-mediated immune 
' . . . . } . ' . 
responses, these two findings-~~uld·be linked; that is td say, the 
. ~ - ' \ 
I' 
reduced cell-mediated irnmu~e re_sponses could be q~e to a 1..;efect in. 
lie;' . ~ . 
emmigratiott\of·macrophages from the bloodst'ream into an area containing _ 
1 . 
' ~~ . 
• '<-{, • "' () 
antigen. Th~#ork in this thesis was aimed at anafysing further the 
. . 
reason for the poor_macrophage_ response • 
When consi,dering. the emigration of macrophages onto a "skin •. ,_ 
~ ~ 
' . .· . . ~ 
·. wi~dow", ·the crucial ekpe.riments are tho~e of Dizon an'd Southam (1963) • 
·; (The.~e e~periments ha~e bee~~fully described in the literature review 
-. , 
..: 
and wip only be summar~zed here.-) · They abraded the ,skin of pa~ients 
---
and con~rol_s with sand~aper a~~- then. placed ster.ile covers~ips· over 
the a~raded areas. At intervals thereafter, coverslips were removed, 
stained and t~e ·proporti . . of vatious r:ll 'types pre~ent was determined. 
They· reported that atients with advanced cancer showed a proportional 
. - . 
. . 
deficiency · in macropha~es on · the coverslips as comp.ared to normal healthy 
. ' 
controls and non-cancerous patients, . Modification of · this technique 
• ~ . . : ,, ·• •• . . o, "'r · ~ .• 
later allowed quantitation of . the . ceilular re~pon~~- (Goldsmith et ai •. • 
1965) which 1conf.irmed earlier suspi.cionlJ that ~here . was ·..a)~educ~d 
mo~nucl~a~ · response in patients with cancer on a quantitative as well 




















'~ .. · : I 
·as ~n a qualitati_ve basis. 95% of the 111ononuclear ~e.lls resembled 
. • . . • • • 0 
mac~ophages· ~nd the remain in~ few were classed as .. lymph6cytes. ~ese 
/~.P~ 
quantitative' studies showed .a lower~~bsolute number of rnacrophag-etg ~ in 
-
.. 
d ':, • ( , , ") " '. ' I 
the exudate, thus . indicating that the percentage 'difference in earlier · 
. -
20 . 
. . . .. .- 'l 
expedments was ~~ t~ .. ~-der~c.t;ive ma~rophag'e r¢sponee rather than to an 
. ' ·.~- · ~- • J, . . \ 
'excessive polymorphonuclear reaction. · ; ·.,:,. . · ·· . ·p · 
a -.. ~ · · ~ .. f __ . · · ... / ~ ·. 
• :~ . -(.!' ~ 
There are two possible explana~ions o; tlii~ _reduce'd · mo~nucle'ar 
' /' 
respons~: 
• ' 1:> 
.. _
.'· . 
. ; . . .. , 
bloodstream are numerica11y~-- --: ·· : ··.· : 
· -;.(1) ~" The m~~ropl\age p~~cuteo_rS'"~i the 
reduced. -~ •, , ----- · . . ,_~ 
--- -----:-- ·., . ' 
~ · 
(2) The macrophage pre;cursors .-are present in the bloodstream in 
" . adequate n1,1mbers but· .the e~igration through ~apiliary wal.ls is 
defedtive. 
Therefo\e, the objec~ of this work has been to determ_ine t~ . 
number of macrophage precursors in the bloodstream- in such patients,-_ __ : . 
' -~ ~ ---:- .. .. 
Such' a determinat'ion co'uld- d!s~rimina~e between th~ two possibilities . · .,, ._: 
· · mentioned 'above and would ~llow rational planning of f~rther ~esear~h into---
this general q~est:lon. First however, we had· to devise a J::eliable 
•·· met~od for counti~ macrophage precursors in peripheral blood. 
<j 
' I 
Methods for growin~ mac~ophages from peripher~l blood are to 
\ .. . . ' 
be . found· in the literature;· it was simply a question of develop_ing one 
. . . 
. ' . ~ of~these i~ . a ·qu~titative way and, the~ applying it to -a s~ries of 
patients with cancer and a set of controls • 
. · "" 
was written by Berman and St:uiberg (1~62) _ whd 
.•. 
An important -paper 
0 • 
.... 
drew_· at~ention tljl t_he macr ophages ·which a~pear in . periph~ral blooci,-.. 
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..... · .. 
. .. 
.. .... 
· · · · · behind a· mixture .of . mac·~·ophage~·- ~d ·. lymphocytes: •The diffi~ul t · ques.tion 
• p : • 'I ... .. • • 
. • . 
of." the idet:tti~y of '• the 't>recursor cell 'for the mac~ophages was raised 
• ' . (J . • ·. . 
·by th~ : authors .'-l'ho . felt it ·was ·· most probably ·a lymp~ocyte . and- in a few 
'{1 . ' ..... . 
cases a m~nocyte • . ·At all: ·e·vents-, t ,he i~or~ant conclusion that . th~!. 
I IJ "· • : • •, ~· ' 
•' made from 'the point I Of VieW 6f OUr present eJCperimentS J W89 , that' the 
.'· . \ - . . . 
u m~cropha~~.s develope.d W\thout. t.he ~ccurrence . o(mi.tosis and wer~ t-h~- , 
,-:. • ' • • • . • a 
selyes non-mitotic. Berman and Stulberg stated! " •••• in hund.reds a,f 
' . . "' . ~ . ' ~ ' . . 
~~e~~m~n~, probably representing many hundred~ 
. \, . . . . of thousands· of cells 
we. have not . encountetied m.itotic . figur.es . in the 
. ' 
.":' 
'f. . " 
·: \, 
0 ~ 
Marshall, Rigo and Melman (1966) found the same absence of mitosis in 
· . ... 
( .,, 
(. 




' . . ' ' 
uninfected. cultures. &~tmilarly in the .. . experiments reporteg in-t~~s 
• • j • I ·-
. ., ~; 
. : · ·., thesi.s 1 we have---never seen a macrophage in mitosis. Furthermore in an· I ,. o ' .:. ·~ 
.. ' 
unpublished eJCp~r~ent, Marshf,lll .and Simmo~s ~ 69.73, personal _ corran~nicat.ion), 
\ ' . ·. 
co~nted the number. of macrophages per Petri ,dish f~om th~· second~ay of 
culture up .to the eighth day . and found no significant variatio~ in 
. I 
number. · This la~t '·experiment · it,ldicates tha.t there is, in ·~ddition, no 
I ~ • 
quanti,t~tively importa~'t cell death in these m~crophag~;' c;uit~res. 
<· . 
"' ~~ J- I •• ' 
The alrove experiJDents and conctusions have reassu'red us that. 
) growi.h~ ·~acrophages from peripheral· blood and counting .them after a 
' 
· number of .days · in '.culture is a valid pr.ocedure for determining the · 
. "' . . . . 
. humb~r of macro.phage precur sors ~riginally present i n the"'blo~dstte.am; 
Eviden.tly the c~lls 'develop fro~ precu~s.o.'rs in ~itr~ without undergoing 
e ,' division. ·, { 
/ , 
j ' 
·-:.. "': . ;. 
• . 
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: • ~ of , . • =""I ' • • 
The aim of the exp~im!!nts .... ~as to grow human blood macroph,ages 
• ' • , 'Of , 
' ' I ' • ~· ~ ' 
suitable dev~ce and -to count.' them·, in order . to make. · comparisons · 
. .. 
. . 
be-~e·e~ healthy controls and patients 'with. cancer. We ,~ad to . ~evise . 
.. . . ... ·- . . 
a method to do this,' and then -had to experiment with the method to see 
,,haw ;e~iable it was bef~~e ~e· .could fin~lly u.;se it o?- patients." and 
22 : 
.. -;;,. 
.The expe~iments are describ~d in the following sections: ~ . controls,. 
, _... / 
·:U1:-s:B~src METHons AND MATERIALs • 
. ·- ·2 ·: .:,·~·;~E·~~ME~TS US.ING DIFFERENT APPARATUS ·FOR .CULTURING MACROPHAGE§. / 
, . 
. 3. EXPERIMENTS USING DIFFERENU' CONCENTRATIONS OF LEUKOCYTES AN\) . 
VARIOUS VOLUMS OF' CELL SUSPENSION. 
•"'i, ·. 
4. EXPERIMENTS · ON THE VALIDITY AND REPEATABILITY OF. THE METHOD. . .... 
.  . 
.  
5. EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE· POSS~BLE ADHERANCE OF· CELL'S TO GLASSWARE. 
6. EXPERIMENTS COMPARING AUTOLOGOUS SERUM~ AUTOLOGOUS PLASMA AND 
7. 
·a . 
FETAL CALF ~ERUM. 
DETAILSOF. THE ·FINAL METHOD ·EVQLVED. FOR CULTURING MACROPHAGES. 
ENUMERATION OF ~CROPHAGE P-RECURSORS ' IN'.,.THE BLOOD OF PATIENTS 
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1. .· -BASIC' METHODS AND ·MATERIALS. 
·(a) Taking ~load.· 
, :' 
., 
' .,. , 
· . . . , .. 
·' 
. , . 
. . ) 
... 
( .. 
(b) Separation ··lind. C~ntrlfugation ·of Plas~a •. 
'·· . 
..· 
' · . 
-u , 
.· 
., " ' 
' . · .. -
. ' · 
(c) ResuspE!nding the White ·Bloo4 Cells in Tissue Culture Medium •. 




(iii) Autologous Plasma 
-----~-----------~ 
.(d) I~cubati~g the-Cell· Suspension:• · 
.. 
·(e)· ~Staining .. and Counting.-
• I 
(f) s'tatistical 
( . , 
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1. BA'SIC 'METHODS hND MATERIALS .• 
.. 
\ There· ·are 6 stages irt carrying ·OUt the experiments. These . 
"stages· wi11 be described separately. Each manoevure ·in the · laboratory ·· 
was carried out .using standard sterile precau~ions. •. . 
(l:l) · Taking Blood; · Blood was obtained frr;>m healthy males an~ females 
aged 19 - 40 years and for the9 .final e~peiiment' from il series qf cancer 
' , . 
pa~ients whose diseases and ages are documented. later. No particular 
I o ' 
time of day was .chosen .for the bleeding but it w.as al~a!s betwe~n 9 a.m •• 
and 5 p.m. Twenty :.mls • • o~ qlood was withdrawn from an antecubital vein 
'into a 3.0 ml. syringe containing 2 ml. of a 4 mg. per ml. s.olut'ion .of 
. ,,preservatt've free heparin-.sodium made . u~ as follows: . 100 mi. of saline 
waso ~ddec;J' to .0.4 gram of heparin-s~dium ~ U.S.P. H7-u~its per mg: ;'(Co~naught 
: 'Medical . Research ·LabOratfries, ·Toronto, Canada) ~nd the dry powder was 
dissolve~.} This solution was sterilized by p'assing it through a .millipore 
f' 
filter with pore size 0.22....U (Millipo're, Bedford, Mass. U.S.A.) 
After.,withdrawing 20 ml.. of blood into a h~parinized.syringe; h .' 
. ' '' , ' r:. . 
. t , , P:: . ' 
c~ll cou~t .was done on 'this sample ~n · a .Neubauer Haemacyt'ometer. white f . . 
. . 
Into this hep.arinized blood, '3 ml. of Dextran· '110' injection BP in 
I • "• I 
s~di~ chloride (Dextran from L~uconostic mes~~teroides NCIB 8710, 6% 
w/v ~nd sodium . c~ride ·.o •. 9% . ~/v ~anufac_tu~~d by Glaxo Labor~t?.r~es 
~~mited, G~een~.Ord, England~as added • . :'!'he ~yringe c!'ntaining blo~'\i ,' 
"' Heparin and Dextran was then inverted several times" t;.o mix · the · reagents 
. . ,· ' 
and was dispensed in equal volumes (12.5 ml. each) into 2 Pyrex .brand 
. . . 
I . . 
screw-cappe d glass culture ·tubes No. 72-9826, 15 mm. inte~al diruneter' 
,. A . 
. .. 
•t ... 
















with rounded bottom (manufactured by Coming. Glas·sworks, Corning~- New 
'\ 
25 
York, U.S .A.):'. This mixture was allowed to sediment for 2 hours at 37°C. 
-
(b~ Separation and Centrifugation of Plasma. "'· ~- ' 
:• The leucocyte 'rich supernatant plasma was ·removed as completely 
as possible with a' Pasteur pipett~ and was put into 15 mi. screw(capped ~ 
centrif~ge tubes (No. 12-8082 manufactured by Corning Glasswqrks~ 
~hite bl9od cell count wa& done on the plasma and the total volume re- . 
. . . . 
corded. The leukocyte ... ri~h plasma . was then spun .for seven minutes at 
tOOO r.p.m: at room temperature in a centrifuge (International Model 
HN, ·Needham ~ts,, Mass,. Q .S .A.), a procedure which sediments the white 
' . blood cells and leaves the ~ajc*'ity of the platelets in su!'>pension. · 
Aft.er centrifugation, the supernatant was remove'd with a Pasteur pipette 
~ -
and was replaced with an appropriate amQunt ' of. tissue culture medium, · 
·. 
' ,· 
(c)· Resuspend~ng the White Blood Cells in Tissue Culture Medlum. 
medium (Eagle, 1959,) except that it contained Earle's salt solution 
· ~ t. . ' .3 • I ..., 
. . . '\ 
A (Earle, i943) as a base (obtained from BB4-BioQuest, Cock~ysville, Mary-
' · 
. \ 
land, U.S.A.). 'rnto 100 ml. of this m~dium, 1 ml. of a solution con-
taining lO ,_tru:i 'of L":"glu~amine, and 2 mL of a solution containing- 20,000 ( 
u penicillin an~ 2~000 meg. strept.omycin were added. 
r (ii) '. Sera: Human umbilical .cord blood was collected from' 
, 
fresh placentas from the case room of a local hospital. The serum was 
. . . 0 
pooled, inactivate~,_~b..)r 'heating at 56 C .• for half an hour and sterilized 
. 'r~ --" . 
. by filtration throUgh milliP.ore fil:ter (siz~ 0.22 AI) in 












This was referred to as human umbilical cord serum (H.U.C.S.). Equpl · · ~ 
. 
voiumes of MEM and H.U.C:S. were mixed and were used as the s·tandard 
final medium for some exper:iments. In other experiments, w~ used foetal · 
r . . 
~alf serum obtained from BBL_-BioQuest ~ again i .n 50:50 concentr~tions. 
These mixtures ·are refe~red to hereafte~ as final tissue culture medi~ · 
, (F.T.C.M.). 
(iii) . . After the white bloqd cells were · ·:: · ' . 
, (\ . . 
spun down from plasma and the supernatant removed, the platelet-rich 
o. 
• 0 
plasma suP.~rnatant was spun_ for lO.mi~utes. at 3400 r.p.m • . at 4 .c •. (In-
ternati&nal Equipm~nt Co., model PR-6; Needham Hts., Mass. ·u.s.A.), · ,.· 
'· ... a procedure which sediments . the platelets from the plasma. ·This. plasma 
. was used for preparing our final tis"sue culture m"edium afte'r experiment. 16-' 
'•' . ' . 
number 69,. ., 
: , \ 
(d) • Incubating the Cell Su~pension. 0 
. 
.· Appropriate volumes of F.T:c.M. were added to the celi pellet 
, 
. with a·sterile pipette and the sedimented cells were resuspended 'gently • 
...... . 
0 • • , ' . . 
Four or five· ml. of this suspension, cont~iriing the ·required number of 
. \ . . . . 
white blood cells, was placetl in "Integrid~~'Dish No. 3030, size 60 X 15 mm • . ·/ 
style with 2 mm. grid (Falcon Plastic · D_ivisiqn .of. B,ecton Di.ckinson and 
:\ 
Company, los Angeles, CA.) or in other tissue . culture vessels- as indicated 
t ~ • • ' • ' • • ( 
- , 
by the experiments. Culture vessels were . placed ~n. ·,large glass Petri 
~ . 
dishes 5.5 inches in diameter containing moist gauze .sponges in order 
, . 
to prevent evaporation of the culture medium. · Cu,l-tut es were placed in 
, ·. ' 
an .atmosph~e .of r5% co2· in a:i:r at 37°C. for 7 day!?.'·"·· . . 






















• ( . 
A,ft_er '·7 'days qf incubation, the culture medium and non-adherent-
cells_ were poured off.. Methyl · ~lcohol was· poure_d in and left .for · 5 
I 
~inutes . to . fix _ the cells,. The cell · layer was then stained for ten 
. . 
·' ~ -_minut~s in-'a 1 in 10 dilution -~f Giemsa st:.aJ-n in phosphate .buffer p~: · o.8 
.. .. .... . 
., ' 
' . (~0-G-28, Fisher. Sc-ientific Company). ·After ~he ·sta_in had been poured. 
off, the layer was rins_ed in buffe.r for 33 aeco.nds -and air dried. :~ Counts 
,. . . . 
. of ·macrophages were made in seven selected areas (Fig. 1); in each case 
. · ~ ~-
an area of 0.25 sq • . mrn. was examined {Uld counted using ~_10 objective, 
, . 
. -
· X12_·.s eyepiece in· a monocular microscope --head and with ~the help cif a. 
· net m~crometer ·in the eyepiece." From these counts and from a knowledge 
. . 
of the area_ .covered . by the net micromete~, .it was possible t?. calculat~ 




Differential counts ;on _the blood or on the original cell suspension 
. ' • 
wer~ done either. on stained smears and/or in wet -preparations in coverslip 
' ' 
_ch~ber~ (Sc~rek, 1958) ~hie~ were examined _ in an. ~nverted phase-co~trast 
~ 
· micr?~~ope • . with t~is last method,-. ~t was · possible to dif~e;entiate 
: betw~en potymorphs and inonoc~·tes on the one hand, and lymphocytes on the 
~ : • • • ~ 4 
, • . . . 
tolith stained· smears, it was possible to differen.t_iate hetweeq · 
p~lymorphs and· mo~ocytes :and lymphocyt~s •. · 
. . ' ) . . . . . . ,. 
J ) 
. . 
Stidn~d smears \\'ere made from ·Hepar~nised blo~d, _plasma and cell 
suspesnion in two _ways: . (l) By , placing. a drop of cell suspension 'on a 
. . . . . --
' I ' .. 
. . . _-· slide. cind . dragging .th~SA:trop. behi~d t~e e~ge of a second glass slide ~eld .i 
at an angle to the fi rst and trimmed so that it was slf'ght-ly narrower t~an 
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l,;i • 1'- I-"~ 
l.-' 
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• h • • 
I 
... Fi~ure 1: shows how seven r~domly selected areas 
0 ' 
of the Pe.t:ri diosh l;lre chosen f~r counting. 0 ·the 
P~tri dish is superimposed on .a paper marked wlth 0 
dots in ·a l em. square' patt~rn~ The areas chosen 
for counting are circled (2 cir~led areas 'on~ the : 
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on a glass slide and; spre~ding' . it by hand with the po~nt of a ,Pin or 
capillary . tube, Smears were gir dried ~mniediately and fixed' in' methyl· 
alcoho~ for five minu~t and stained in a 1 in 10 dilution of Giemsa 
stain (SO-G-28, Fisher Scienti.f.ic 'Company) in phosphate buffer pij 6, 8 
u , • ~- • • 
for ~0 minutes, then rinsed in buffer for 30 seconds, air d'ried and· 
/ 
- - .. _ •• J. 
mounted with a covers1ip. ' 
(f) Statistical Methods. 
(i} .. · ~!~~~!~-~~~Y~!!~~~: For ·this .analysis the textbook 
29 
of Hope . (1967) was used and the method ~utlined in Chapter' .3 was applie.d. 
. ~ . ·. :. . 
. . . 
~ . (ii) Student's 'fest:. For these calculations a Hewlett-Packard 
-------------- • v 
· model 10 STAT PAC o.alculato:r. w~s· used whi~.h had been prqgrammed to c~l- . 
- ' culate the ·t test of means of two samples-. according to the method of 
Brownlee (1965) .• ; . (. 
(ii~)/ .· ~:~~h!_i~~~!!:_!~!!!~ For these calculations a Hewlett.;. 
~ ' ( -.' 
Packard model 10 STAT PAC. calculator was used whicn,had 'been progrmed 
.•. 
' o 
2 ' ', . ' . . 
to calculate the X · Chi S\uare Test according to the nrethod of Freund (1962). 
, •. 
•' ; ~ 
(iv) Covar.iance and Coefficiertt of Correlation': 
------------------------------------------·; 
• .1;., (. 
F~~ these 
0 
calcuwtions a Hewlett-Packard modeL 10 STAT PAC ca1cul~tor was used 
·, ' 
which had been 'programmed to calculate· the covari-ance and coef.ficient 
'of! .COrrelation according to the method of Hald (1960). 
(v) 
a Hewlet't-Packard medel 10 STAT PAC .calculator wa:s used which had bee.n .. 
programmed to calculate the two-variable Linear regression. ·~ 
. ' 
' · .. 
' ;1.' 
. ·t 
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2. EXPERIMENTS USING DIFFERENT APPARATUS FOR CULTURING MACROPHAGES. 
t. 
··(a) Ptocedure and Results. 
. . 
•. (i} ' . Trial of Terasaki Plates . ,.,. . 
~ ------------.----------- . 
. (ii) !!!!!_~!-~!!!!~~-~~!~£~~~~!~~~~· 
. (iii) Trial of Leighton Tubes ·. 
----------~------~---- · 
(iv) 
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·. 2. EXPERIMENTS USING DIFFERENT APPARATUS FOR CULTURING MACROPHAGES. 
·•· . 
(a) Procedure and ·Results. 
in nine. experiments, the development ~f ·macropb.ages in Vl).rious 




proposed clinical experimen~s.. 
I 
(i) Tr!~!-~-!~!!~!~!-~!!~~!: It was thought that a device 
such as a Terasaki plate (Figure 1) would be ideal for growing and 
t, • J . . . ~ 
counting macrophages. In experime"!lts numbers 1~ 2, 3 » we tried these 
plates and ·.found that macrophages did gro_w wEUl it:t them. However, the 
sides of the· wells are not vertical and a proport.ion of the macrophages 
· ·.adhered to tlte ~ sloping sides. Thfs made the counting entirely impossible. 
- . I . . . = 
(ii) !'E!~!_£!-~E!!!~~-~~!:~2!::~-~!~~!::~: . A rectangular ptece 
of· perspex sheet 3 mrn. thi~ was ddlle·d with holes .of various diameters 
from 1/8 inch to 3/8 inch (Figure 2), These plates ·were 'placed' on top 
I 
.\ 
of glass slides and sealed in place with either . petroleum jelly ("Vaseline") 
. . 
: or with. melted paraffin ~~ . taking _care to prevent the material from 
en.tering the holes. A small amount of culture med1tun ~as p~t into each ' 
I 
hole to fill the c:apillary space between the drille~ perspex and th~ 
• glass slide; this was to prevent cells f-rom flowing_ in to this capillfiry· 
space when a cell suspension was put 'in the wells, . 
\. -
In experiments number 4, 6, 8, we · placed approximately 0. 2 X 106 
t 
' cells in each well. Cell survival was poor, however, as there was a 
~ 
tendency for the cultures to dry out and the cells that did survive were 
. -
not f ound in disc~ete circular spots beneath each hole, as had been 










Figure 1. Photograph of a Terasaki plate: shows 
60 small wells for cell culture together with 
a lLd. 
32 
Figure 2. A drilled perspex plate of 3 mm. thickness. 
This plate was placed on top of a glass slide and 
sealed in place with petroleum jelly ("Vaseline"). 
Cell suspension was placed in the holes. 
33 
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' . 
. 0 
~.iii) n !!!!!.:~!-~~!a~~~~~!!:~~!: i~- exper:i.men ts 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
. t I l\1 
9, 10, 11, 12, we pl,ac~d 1 ml. vo1!!mes oLcell guspenEJiori with concen- · 
6' ------ - .--- . 6' ., • . . 
trations between 4, 25 x 10 -- 11.250 x 10 Leucocytes per ml. in ·J 
Leighton· tu}?~s" (F.i.~ure 3). 'f:6rophages grew w~ll in all · of ·the.se • .t~'bes · .. 
I I , .', ' 
at ·all the concentr'l!J.h,~m!! ·~sed. However, the glass floor of a Leighton 
. . '·~;,\~=- -~ . . ' . 
·tube is not_completely ffit and.the ·macroRhaggs-were unev·:e~n=liY-»~~~~~'u / j 
! • . • 0 . - - . 
. larger number~ .. ~.ere . found ... in-·· t·he-p-e-r:Lpneral gutters and fewer .were to . 
- .. . . . - . . 
. . . _"..,__ \ . . . . . ~ . 
be 'seen in the cen~re of tlie fl~ttened area. ·For this reason and becaus~. 
'-
of ·the· ir,tdiff.eren't optical conditions that these tubes offered, it was . 
diffiault to get good counts· of macrophages on stai~ed preparati_ons. . . 
In ~~e expe;im;~,;. (No~ · 7) , · we th~refore placed ~arr~w ~o.ve~s-1-i-p~
. . -~· .: ~ - - ------ . • , I 
_!.eighton tubes to overcome the counting problem; no clear advan.tage was · 
gained, however. 
·.·,.., -
...... ,.. ., 
' l. 
· · (iv) Another 
. . . 
way to get s~all well _detiQed circular sp~ts of macrophages onto glass 
slides . that ·was tried w~s to have 'plastic rings of suitable size. in 
' ' . 
which to hqld .the ·cell suspension. Rings were ctit from plastic tubing 
betwe~n 1/8 :·inches and 1/2 . inche·s .internal diameter. These were mounted 
on .glass microscope slides (see Figure 4). A small amount of petroleum 
.. . 
;, 
jelly was appl_ied at the edg~s of each ring as it r 'ested on a slide, the . 
slide ,.,as then pass~d .. over . a flame; this procedure . me l-ted the jell~ and 
- · .. -· - ~ 0 •• - - 0 
allowed·· it 'to form a seal between the ring and the slide • . 
. " 
' . . ' . 6' 
In one experiment (No. 8} we placed between 0.1 x 10 .-
. .. ------
. ~-=---
Leucocytes ··~uspended in 0 .1. ml.. - 0.4 ·mf,· tis su,e culture medium 
0.4 X 10~ 
in a 
s e.rie's of thes e rings. T·he proolems assoc~ated with this ·method were~ 
~ r ~ - • -
.. _ .... 
. -
. - ·._·. 






Figure 3. A Leighton tube. · 
Figure 4. Plastic rings of different diameter 
stuck to a glass slide were used as chambers 
for growing macrophages. 
36 
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-c . . .. 
.. . ' 
.. . 
,• 
(1) a tenden-cy ·for "the .medi~ to dry up; (2) small irregular patches .· .. 
. . . , 
of cells grew indifferefftly well.· We were, therefore, discouraged · 
f • ·' \ • • • ' • • 
. . 0 
£~om ~aki~g : _f~er trials ~art~cularly ·sine~ the Petri dishes ·(see 
b~low)- by n/w had worked very much better • . . / 
. . 
(v) . · '!!:!!!-~E-!~~~~!~~-~~.E!:!_'Q!~~: In eJfperiments ~' 10,-11, 
.. ·• . : • 12, we used "Integrid" plast.ic Petri dishes (Figure S), and placed in 
.. . . . ., . . .. 
. . . 
,· them b"etween 2~ ·.s · .~ ~-o·6 ~· 45 x 106. Leuc~cytes. '"su-spended in vario~ 
vqlume!? Qf 'culture medium.· . The result wa"s that macrophages developed 
well an<_:!. could\~ . stained and co.unt'ed satisfa~tori_ly. · In general, the 
.  
·t , 
macro-phages .were distri~u-ted evenly· and in par-tic~lar, · the distributi91!--/ .. · 
. .. .. - ' 
was much be'tter. 'than it had been in the Leighton tubes _. 
/ 
(b') ·. Cone 1us ion •· 
.. 
'-- . ~ 
.i · 
During . the init:t_al 12 ~xperim_ents, vario-us ·different _culture 
/-" 
vessels were tr,ied. _The best growth_of macrophages was observed in -
Falcon Integ.rid No. -30~ p1a~'tic Petri dishes and in Leighton tubes. 
However, the only device in which ' macrophages could be satisfactorily-
( . .... 
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EXPERIMENTS US_ING .DIFFERENT· ·cONCENTRATIONS ·OF LEUKOCYTES AND 
VARIOUS VOLUMES OF ~LL SUSPENSION. 
(a) Procedure : 4 
$',\: • • 
(b) ·Results. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS USING DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS OF .LEUKOcYTES AND· 
VARIOUS VOL~S OF CELL SUSPENSION. ~. ' .J. .. . ~ . . 
.. ·' 
(a) Procedure. I' •• 
,, " 
In experi.Ine~ts (No's. 19~ 1i·,' ._12, 14, 15, l6, 17·~· 18, _1?1 21, 
... 
22, '25) the·, 'effect of varying the n~mber' of cells- per. ~ult~~e . dish. w~~ '._· 0 : / 0 ; 
' 0 
t~sted. Various numbers. between 1.95 ~illion and 45 million per dish 
'"" . . . 
, 
were use~. Here we were looking for optimal condit~ons where ; ~he cells 
. 0 
· would be in ~ healthy looking sta.te and at' the same tlDte the population 
would be s~tisfactorily spread a·round the dish for counting, not over-
-" . 
lapping nqr clumped anq not so sparse as to ma~e co~nting inaccurate. 
. . 
it' a?peared that "healthy~'- YJiacrophages were mostly well rounded wit.h 
the cytoplasm spread out in a . disc shape; on 'the other 'hand when .culture 
' . . 
conditions had deteriorated, th~ cells formed into elongated dens~ly 
stained stringy. sh~pes. : 
.. .. 
In the course of these.experiments'we also v~ried the volume 
of cell suspension from 2-5 mls. per 'dish. to try an~ define an · optimal "' 
volume. 
(b) . Results 
'·' . 







.' , ,. .~~ 
' 0 • 
' ' ., 
; . .in which the .e~perin}ents are a~r~ged in · or~er of increasing · t?t~l· 
number. of whit'e cells per PetrLdi~h. It ~as. clearly ~een ·that the . 
I • ., o 
'best lo~ki~g cells. were .. observed in the h;f.ghest' concentra)tions of whit~ 
cells,'but this aiso had its disadvantage by m~king the . c~lls~very 
_dHf,icult to, count. 
-For this reason we decided that t;he op~imal number 
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NUMBER OF WHITE NtMBER OF ~./ 
B!.CXD CELLS/ml._ DISH 
. IN·MILLIONS IN . . 
' 
CELL SUSPENSION 
I .650 "3 . - -
r 
-.650 4' ., 
f ( 




1.400 4 . 
2.000 . 4 
I 
-
,1.650 I - 5 
· 2.0QO 5 
. -
.,3.950 ·3 
. i. • i J 3.250 4 <' I . . 3.950 4 
·I 
.. D 3.25 y ! ~-.. 4.250 4 . I • 11.250 2 ' 
·I l 8.300 ! 4 I . i i 
I i . I 11".250 I 3 I ! 







'IDl'AL WH1TE -~OF ~~ITABILITY FOR.. 
BL(X)D CEILs MACOOPHAGES I COUNI'ING l , . 
PER DISH- AFl'ER c 
. 




1.950 very·Poor Very_ P<X>_r (too· few) 
I 
: 
2.600 very Poor : . 
' 
. Vei:y ·Poor _(toO few} 
2.700 Fair . Satls. 
. 
3_.200 . G:xx1 Poor ~ . 3.550 Fair Satis. 
, I 4.700 GoOd I Satis. ~r - 1 . 5.600 Very Poor (too _few) 
' . ! 8.ooo Good Satis. I 8.000 fair . . I POOr .. - Satis. 10.000 Very Good . I 
11.800 Fair - Satis. , . 
13.000 Poor Satis. ·-
-
15.800 Gcx:xi . I Satis.· - ~~-
i 16.250 • Poor Satis • 17.000 I Fair satis. ' I I 
22.50 . ' Good I . Satis. I 
' I ~ 33-.200 .. G<xxl j PCX>r 
'-
., 
33.75 Very Good . Poor . I 
I f 41.500 Good .· . 
.. ! Very Poor (too many) 
.. ! 
45.000 VefY Good Very Poor (too many) 
• • d 
. . 
Q I . 
- t 
..... 
. ..... & 
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0 
of· cells per Petri dish wou~d be · 20-25 mil: lion ~ells ,~en that the 
number of macrophB;ge precursgrs is iil' the normal range. . . ~ 
In these 12 experiments, we tried volumes of ·-~ell ~~spe~~i~n~ ~ · . . 
\ . . 
ranging from. 2 'to 5 mls. 
~ 
The Petri dishes whic~ had. 2 or 3 mls.. of 
cell ~-uspension had the tendency to dry up in the co2 i¥utiator during 
. 
the 7 day' incu~.ation period. We concluded from: ~erformance of these · 
~ests that 4 mls. of cult-ure .would be~ the most stiita~le . ~or our purpose· • 
. 




The conclusion~ drawn from · these 12 exp~riments ·were that: (\l) ,· · 
~ ' . " 
for best i'es~lts, the volume of ce~~ suspen~ion sh.9uld.· not be less . than 
4 ml. per Petri . dish, a~d ' (~) that a satisfactory · number of leucocytes 
. 6 I 6 
was 20-25 x._lO per Pestri dish. tlttder these condit~qns, the macrophages 
appeared in gbod condition and were satisf;1ctorily distributed for 





























Experiments to show the fate of cells during tHe preparative 
·procedure 












Data ~ecqrd Experiment 17 ~ 
Data· Record Experiment 39 
, . 
.\ . Data Record Experiment 40: 
42 
' . 
Discussion of Ppoled Data from the . three experiments 
' . .: 
.. Conclusion _, ' 
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4. EXPERIMENTS ON THE VALIDITY AND REPEATABILITY OF .THE METHOD 
(a) . Introduction 
The method we developed for culturing and counting macrophages 
involved a step where red cells and white ceils were separated .by· 
D I 
sedimentation in the presence of Dextran. Our cultures used only the 
.. 
l~ukocyte-rich pla'sma supernatant. Thus, it was important to find out 
. ,, 
what proportion of the white cells we were dealing with and to see if 
. . 
43'\ 
there wa:s a preferential 'loss of any cell type during the sedimentation 
t·· procedure; this is tst say, we had to test the .validity of our method.' · 
. In addition, it was necessary · to gain ~nforrnation ab'out ' the· repea~-
ability of the method: .. 
To test the· validity of the met~od, we tried to establish the fate 
of all the white cells in 4 separate experiments (No. 's 34, 36, 37, 39 
aqd 40). To test th~· repeatability of the method, we performed 
. e.: . . 
. -
·duplicate "experiments on two occasions (No.' s 36 and 39). In these 
.- ~ 
experiments, ·We follow.ed the ·procedure as desc_ribed under BA~c M~thods 
and materials. 
"-(b) Experiments fo show the fate of cells during the preparative 
~ 
r: -------:- ·, procedu:r::e .. 
~~; . -. 
(i) Introduction ': the ob~.ectives of this s,f?.C tion ere (1) to 
,tr~(: quantitatively the fate 0~ white c~lls, .and t~ p~erre a' balance 
sheet showing their distribution; (2) to trace particul types of cells 
by dif.ferential· counts at every step of the method, to 
parti~ul~r · · type of· cell was los ~referentially. 
. . 
any 
(ii) . ~ ~~E~!!!!!~~.!:E!_.!:~_E!~.E~!~-~-E~!!!!!£~-~~~~.!:-2!:!~~!!!~-~.!2.!:!!~~!·!~!! 
~LE~!~~-!?:t_.!:~!~L~2~!!!!!_2!!!:t= In this section experiment · 
No. -34 is described fully. However we have include~ tlle results of 
\ 
•. . 1 ' 
. -
,::- r.. .. .. 
' 
' . . 
0 44 
experiments No. 36a, b, 37~39a, b, and 40 in a final table in order to 
. . 
sh~w average re~ults. The details of these latter 4 experiments are 
given in section 4b(iii) ·and in 4c. It should, however, be ment{oned 
.. 
that this analysis of cell loss was routinely used it} ,all our experi-
m~ts hereafter including the experiment on patients with cancer (see 
I Tabies 5 and 6 in section B part B). I 
Procedure: · (Expetirrient No. 34) ~0 ml blood was faken 
. 6 f.rom G. K.~ and a cell suspension containing 5. 35 x 10 cells per •ml was 
prepared as described uncle~ "Basic Methods and . Materials"~ 4 ml of 
. ~ 6 ~ 
this suspension ~ontaining tf-total of 21.40 x 10 cells was put in 
each. of 3 int~grid petri dishes which were incubated for 7 days and 
then stained. White blood cell counts were. done at differ ent stages; 
· on whole blood, ' on the initial · plasma cell .suspension_, on the red 
blood cells plus D~xtran sediment, on the discarded plasma after . 




.R~sults; , The result~ are.~isplayed in Tables 1-4. 
~ • . 
.... 
7 TABLE 1. COUNTS PER ML. (CONCENTRATION OF CELLS) AT VARIOUS STAGES OF 
THE EXPERIMENT 
White Cell White Cell White Cell White Cell White Cell 
Count Per Count Per Count Per Count Per Count Per 
ml. ml. Plasma ml. of ml. Final ml. of 
Hepari nized R.B . C. Cell Discarded 
Blood Sedi ment, Suspension Plasma 
. 













-TABLE 2. · TOTAL (ABSOLUTE) COUNTS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE' EXPERIMENT 
....... 
. . .1f . 
.... 
Number of tiluinber of . - Number of ·Number of Number of ~ . 
White Cells White Cells White Cells White Cells White Cells 
in 22 ml. of in 131 4 ml. in 11.6 rnl. in 2o rnl. :in 12.4 rnl. 
Heparinized Plasma . R.B.C·. Final Cell Discarded 
Blood ' Sediment Suspension Plasma -




124:85 102.51 23.94 107.00 . , 620,000 
(22. 0 rnl.) (13. 4· 'ml.) (11.6 ml.) (20. 0 ml.) (12.4 rnl.) 
/ 
. . 




· Blood Co1lected Plasma .& R.B.C. Cell Suspension Plus 
Contains Dextran Sediment Discarded Plasma Plus 





(Millions) . (Millions) (Millions) 
I 
Total 0 Total Total 
124 .... 85 126.45 131.56 
-
'Table 1 simply shows tlH; ceLl concentratio~ in the various suspen.sions 
examined during the course of an experiment.-
' . 
The'se counts become meaning~ 6 ,.!}._1J · 
' - ' 
ful in Table 2 when they are ~onverted 
e 
say~ total count for each susp~ns.ion. ~ 
' · to absoiut~ n:umb,ers, that is to 
It can be seen in Table 2 that 
. . 
about · 80% of the cells present in the blood sample are. recover.ed in the 
. . 
plasma ~uspension, with some 20% sedimenting with t~e red cells and 
becomin~ lost. The number of cells r~maining in the supernatant aft.er 
. 
cent~ifugation i~ small, amounting to just over haif a mi~lion or around 




... · · C.. .. 
r'ractions for co}llparison with n1..:1mbers originally present in the blood 
' 
sample. Thcot;etically. the nwnber of cells in each of the three · 
"' 
columns should be the same·\ that they are nqt is presumably due to 
I . 
errors ' inherent . in the counting · techniques. 
' 
. The resuit of this "balance sheet'' approach- in four subsequdnt . . 
experiments is shown in Table 4. · The pooled.data i.ndicntes ;hat . ~he~o 
. . 
•. 
ha~ be~n a loss ot around 10% ~f the cells durin~ dextran sedimentation 
in ·an unknown manner. Hqwever, it 'is reassur.ing to note that there was 
no loss of cells during the latter stages in the pr_ocedure. 
( 
* TABLE 4. BALANCE SHEET SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF CELLS (IN MILLiONS) 
.,. 
Blood Collected Plasma & R.B.C. Ce~l S_uspension . Plus 
.. 
. 
Contains Sedi-ment Dfscprded Plasma Plus 
,. . . 
, 
-n. B .• c. Sediment 
. 
~ 
. • ~ 
' ~' 
. I " 
TOTAL· ' TOTAL I TOTAL . 
36a· 63.75 48.89 . 42 .• 57 
b 63 .• 7? 52.55 
' 
44.68 
37 . 170.50 
-. 
169.70 163.60 







. 51.80 q so. 70 
40 100.00 89". 70 . 102 .oo 







100 .... < .. 91 92 
. . 
... 




* For the above calculations of meaii'\-and % the ayerages of 'h and b have 
tf JP 
been used in experiments 3'6,., and 39. 
.· 
,. , . 
... ,.. ,-' ' 
Conclusion: . Ta~_ing'· {~l~ total cell co_urtts, i~ .... ~~ .. } .IJ9.wn·· ··_-.. ~ .. ·· , 
that 20% of the l~ukocytes are iost in· the red cell 1?-edi't'lien't, and about '· 
' ' ' • p • • • • ' ' l • l 'l'l'l'l' I 
0 •. 5~ are ~ost in the centrifugation ~.te-p·;· · ····f~ some e:>'periment$, the re 
·····":· ... : ..:···"''''; ............................................... : .. "";'""'''''''''"'"'''''''''':.................................. ' . . . 
. . 
'• 







appear to be 10% of leuk6cyt~s ~ost during the Dext~an sedimentation which 
are not. accounted foq the possinility ' tnat the loss · was due to cells 
. . 
adhering to the glass tubes was explored' in experi~ents described · later. 
'' 
(Ui} ~2er!.!!!~~-!~2.!~!!!:_.L~!!!!~£~-sh!:~L~'I!!~~!:~ .. 
dlstri~utio~-~!_£~~-~l-~!!!~~!!!!~£~~~!· -~ · . 
Introduction: This' section includJ difrerential co~·s to 
.• see if any particular type of cell· was p~eferentially._ lost from the sus-
' " - . . . 
pensions during · sedimentation of the red· blood cel'ls and the · subsequent 
. . 
eXperimental manipulations.. In this s~ction w_e have included .the results 
0 • I 
. .. 
of experiments No. 37, 39a, b, and 40. It should however, be mentioned 
··. 
that . experime~t No; ·3; was performed ·i~ duplicate. to: test the repeata- • 
.., 
bility of the• method and some of the results will also be discussed under 
that. heading. 
The outli~es of the three experiments _together with the ~tcumula~ed 
~-. 
data for each,will. be presented separately next: The combined results 
. 
fram these three experiments will tnen .be described together ~n the text. 
Data Record Experiment )7: A cell suspension containing. 




. ' .P~tri dishes' and incubated as under "Basic Method!? · and Mat.eri:al.s" ~ . 
. . 
TABLE 5. COUNTS fER ML. 
/ : • 0 
. t? ·--, ~ 
(CONCENTRATION OF CELLS) AT VARIOUS STAGES OF 
l1 '. ' . • 
. . THE E~l~lUMENT • 
... ·' •' •' •' ;· ·: •' •' ·' .......... -~" · ' ······· , ... ' . 
. 
Whr'te White Cell White Cell White Cell White Cell · Cell 
Count Per Count Per Count Per 'Count Per · Count Per 
. 
ml. ,J .ml. Plasm'a . ml. R.B.C • ml. F}.nal ml .• 
Heparinized - ~ Sediment ' qell Discarded 
Blqod ; . Suspension Plasma 
'·-
. 




. I ~ ~. 
7.750 
' 
9.750 3.200 6.350 \ 2s··,ooo 














. . .Po!' 
. . , 
... 
... ' .. 
. . 
, .. 
.. ~-- · 
. . 
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,. \ . . 
. ' 
TABLE 6- TOTAL (ABSOLUTE)gCOUNTS AT VARIOUS STAGES,OF THE EXPERIMENT . 





; . - • 
. 
., 
... -·· ,. . 
Number· of Nfunber of , .. Num.~er of .. . Number of Num.ber <>£ 
I · • .White C~lls White Cells •.: · . White Cells ~bite Cells ~ite Cells 
in ·.22 l-U. 
" 
in 13.7 Ml. '· in R.B.C. ' in Final. : in " . ' 
. Heparinized 
-
of Pl,asm~ Sediment .. Cell. '· · Discarde~ 
Blood Sus~ens;lon Plasma 4 
; " 
.c ">·\cru1n~ns) ,. ' ~~illions) , (Millions) (Millions) i I 
.. : , 
·' 0 .. 1,1 1' 




,1·70.50 .· p3;57 . 36.1'6 · 127 .·oa 383,000 
.. (22.0 ml.)" ,(13.? ml.). . (11. 3 mf.) ,(20.0 ml.) (l3.7 m~.) . . 
.. . 
. -·- . 
.. . 
! 
~ . . . . .. 
TABLE J . BALANCE SHEET SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF CELLS. (FIGURES IN 




·Blood> .Collected Plasma &. R.B.C. Cell .Su~pension Plus 
Contalils Sediment ·Discarded' Plasmi' Plus 
' 









• ' . 
'· 
. ~ 
TOTAL J'OTAL TOTAL Q ' .. 
.. 
- 170.50. 169.70 l63.60 . . 
.. 
. . . 










.~ • ~· i 









. . ·TABLE . 8-li. PROPORTioN's ' ·oF CELLS . I N BLOOD, ·PLASMA, FINAL CELL SUSPENSION,.. ·' 
• • , J ·~ : 
... 
R. B.c. SED'i~fENT 
Abbreviations: 
.. 
. •' · · 
·"~· 
I . 
. . '.. 
_ .. : . .... " ~ 
lot .. -·-
'. ' I) :.· ·· • ' 
.. ~ ·' 





• \ f ' p";, 
. . . 
..,,, I ' . 
. : . . ' ';} . . ' Po~ys:i . = ~olymorphonuclear Leuko~ytes. ' 1 
. ·' 
' . 























·' I , • t 
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. oTABLE 8 
c 
~ PERIPHEJ,W.. BLOOD: PERCENTAGE . TOTAL . NO. OF CELLS 















Polys. 66% 112.5.3 
Lymphos. 0 31% 52.~5 ; 
- Monocy~es · · I. 3% 5 .1-1 .... ' 
' 
. . ~ . 
. .. ' 
. .. 
TAB~~ 9 . ;; . · r . , d 
.. 
~ 





PLASMA: , - .- -
9.75 
. 106 w. b.c. /ml. · . 
.. 
X PERCENTAGE TOTAL NO. OF CELLS 
. . ~IN PLASMA, (13. 7 ml.) ~-
... 
' ' .. 
99 \~ll.s ( . . . " were counted (Millions) 
. ~ 
. ~ ~ . . . 
· Polys. I 63% o' . 84.15 ·...r--I 
t.ymphos. - 34,% 45.41 -, I -' Monocytes 2% 2,'67 
. 
.. I < 
. 











RED . . BLOOD CELL SEDIMENT '- ·~ \:;NT~G~· TOTAL NO. or CE.LLS . 106 ' IN- .R-.B.C. ·3.20 X w. b. c. /rnl. SEDIMENT l 
-









100 c~lls were ~punted 




. Polys. - !) 72% 26.06 0 
Lympho~. , 27% 9. 77 
I ' . 
. Monocytes . . 1% 0.36 
. . 
.. - . 
' 
. •' . 
' ' 
l . ' • 
' ... 
. . ·.·· .. 
. ,
· . .:.·.·· . 
......... . 
-, 




I _ ,.' 
. ' 
' 











.. ....- . 
... ,. 
'l'. ~ . . 
TABLE 11 · 
. 
v 
FINAL CELt SUSPE~SION PERCENTAGE TOTAL NO. OF. CELLS 








. . f . -
' 
219 .cells were counted . (Millions)· 
.. 
: 
Polys - -68% 
~ 
· 86.36 
Lylnphos. . 31% 39. 37' 
Monocytes 1% 1 .• 27 





"' TABLE 12 MACROPHAGE COUNTS ': . 
, . 
-Counts of Macrophages. Number of Macrophage h . 
exp-r:essed as number .. Precursprs per ml. . 











,% LOSS OF CELLS IN EACH SUSPENSION 
Poly. 
. . Lymph. 
Mono. 
. 
AS COMP~D WITH 











TOTAL CELLS IN 
SAMPLE. .. 





















< NB. · ' These results ·are summarized and discussed afte~ ·t~e records of 















. ~· .. 
, ) 
·. Data Record Experiment 39: 'A subject, S .s.; was bled 
• • ' • , r t' ~ 
on two ·oc-casions with an interval of 10 minutes between, from differen-t 
~ . . . 
i} " . ~ s! 
veins a~d. using different syringes •. The - t~o sample~ are designated as 
t 
( "a" and "b".. The white bl~od ·cell c;ounts on' .the tWo samples were 6 . . - . 6 - . 5.375 x 10 whc/ml. and 5.925 ·x 10 wbc/ml. res~,ectively. · C_ell s~s-
pens:lons were prepared· from_ each sample ana were' found •'to contain . 
0 
. . . 
. 6 . 6 
· 4._75 .X 10 wbc/ml. and 4. 25 X .10 wbc/ml, Two integrid,_ Pe~ri dishes 
. ' . . . 
. . 
· · -~were prepared from each sus.pension ... and were cultured and stained as in 
' 't • , 
"Basic Methods and Materials". 
" 
TABLE 14. COUNTS PER ML.' (CONCENT~TION OF CELLS) AT VARIOUS STAGES 
'· OF THE EXPERIMENT ' 
. 
. 
~hite Cell · " . ' White eell White Cell White Cell - White Cell 
c..'Gount PeJ; .. Count Per Count Per ~ Co·unt Per Count Per 
·' 
.', ml. ml. Plasma . ml. R.B ;C. ml~-- Final ml·. 
lteparini~ed . ~ Sedil'l1ent Cell - Discarded 
Blood 0 ·Suspension Plasma ~ 
~ (Millions) · (~lions). <. .. .. (Millions) (Millions) 
' 








\ . '--' ' 
' . 
;'- . 















; ~ :' 
.. ' 
, 
.. . 5.2 
• .11! 
' . 
TABLE 15. TOTAL (ABSOLUTE) COUNTS AT ·VARiOUS STAGES OF THE~XPERIM~NT 
Number of Nu~ber of Nwnber of NUinbe·r ·of Number of 
White Cells White Cells White Cells White Cells White Cells\·. 
in 11 ml. in~7.3 ml. in R.B.C. in .9.2 ml. in ' 
...... (Each) Plasma Sediment Final Cell Discarded~ 
..... 
Heparinized {,,' S:uspension Plasma 
Blood ' 
.. 
' r t . (Millions) (Millions) (Millions) (Millions) 
. . 
-
a 59.13 36.50. 12.22 in 43. 94.· 850 , 000 -
(11.0 ml.) (7 ~-'3 ml.). (5.2 ml.) , · ' (9 •. 2 ml.) (6 .8 ml.) 
' 
.. 
I < ( 
b 65.18 40.88 . .. 10.92 in . 39.31 510,000 





• c " ...:'- ·""'- · 
TABLE 16. BALANCE sHEET sliowiNG nrsTR:£1nJTioN oF cELLs • . ·(FIGuREs ··rN 
MILLIONS) 
-
Blood Coilected Plasma & R.B.C. . c-en Suspension Plus 
I Contain's ·sediment Dis_carded Plal?ma Plus . 
R.B,C. Sediment 

















b 65.20 51.80 50.70 ;, 
. . . 1• Qi 
-
· . 
. TABLES 17-26. PROPORTIONS OF CELLS IN BLOOD, PLASMA, FINAL -GELL 










..53 ' ; 
0 • 
' · . 




PERIPHERAL BLOOD <a>_: PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
CELLS IN BLOOD 
-
' (il.O ml.) 




counted 148 cells were . (Millions) 
' 
' 
' . -. 
Polys. 59% 34.88 
-1Lymphos • . 39%. 23.06 















.PERIPHERAL BLOOD (b) : PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF ' 
0 
' . CELLS IN BLOOD 
•' 
106 
·:"·,. (11 •. 0 ml.) 




~"' . 212 cells were counG~d (M.illions) 
Polys. 58% .t 37.80 
. ' Lymphos. 38% 24.'76 
' 0 






PLASMA ( a) . PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
"' 
CELLS ·IN PLASMA 
' (7. 3 ml.) ' 






95 cells were counted . ' ckllions) 
... ~ to Polys. 
-
' 60% 21.90 
L~phos. - - 39% 14.24 . 
Monocytes. 1% 0 •. 36 
/ 
0 
./. ~ .f ' 





- ~- · J PLASMA (b) 
. PERCENTAGE TOTAL' NUMBER OF . 
. CELLS IN PLASMA . 
·TOTAL 5.6 X 106 wbc/ml 




204 cells were- counted I (Millions) 
• 
< 
Polys. 59% 24.12 
Lym.phos • . 37% 15.13 





• • < 
RED BLOOD CELL SEDIMENT (a) PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF . 
Cf;LLS IN R.B.C. 
SEDIMENT 
· Smear was not countable 








RED BLOOD CELL SEDIMENT (·b; .. PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
CELLS IN R. B. C. 
6 , SEDIMENT 2.10 X 10 wbc/ml. 
', ~ (5. 2 ml.) 
203 cells w~re counted . . · (Millions) 
Polys ·. 61% 6.66 
Lymphos: . 34% 3.71 
·. 














~ I _. 
-
0 
CELL SUSPENSION (a) 
-
PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF 





· (9.2 ml.) 
. ~ 
186 11 . -cells were counted " (Millions) , 
' 
s;;ys • . 
.. 46% . 20.21 
pli.os. 
·' 53% .. 23.28 
J1onocytes! 








CELL SUSPENSION (b) PERCENTAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
' 6 ' CELLS IN FI NAL ~ 4.20 x 10 wbc/ml.' ·. CE!LL' ,SUSPENSION. 
(9.2 ml.) 
' 
134 cells we re -tounted ' . (Millions) 
. /t , Polys. 60%. ~ 
' 
23.58 
Lymphos . 38% L 14.94 
. Monocytes. · . 2% 0.79 . 
. .. 
" 
' \ . .... 
·' . 
· TABLE 25. THIS SHOW~ COUNTS OF MACROP_HAGE IN THE ~PETRI DISHES PREPARE~ 
. . ' -------. . 




PERCENTA9E OF OF MACROPHAGES NUMBE~F ~CROPHAGE 
·- . 
' 
EXPRESSED AS ~UMBER 'PRECURSORS PER ML. MACROPHAGE 
OF CELLS P.ER PETRI ~LOOD PRECURSORS IN 
DI SH .. BLOOD 
\ 
'; 1", 
f . , .,, 
a 1,162,866 328,966 6.1%' 
·. 
al 1,155,008 326,746 . 4 6.1% 
: ~ 
; 
b 997,8.64 . , ' ~. 347~785 ' 'S. 9% 
' 






















% LOSS OF CELLS IN EACH 
AS COMPARED WITH TOTAL 
WHOLE BLOOD SAMPLE • 
.. 


















S USP.ENS ION 











NB ~ T_he· results in all the above tables are summarized and discussed 
after presentation of the data from experiment 40. 
' 
' Data Record Experiment 40: 20 ml. blood con~ai>nlng 
6 . . . 
4.55 x 10 wbc/ml. was taken from J.H. and a Cell Suspension containing 
6 . . . 
4.225 x 10 wbc/ml. was p~~pared. 3 integrid Petri dishes were prepared 
• • • t .. - " - \ 
from this suspensl:i..m)·.,_ one containing 5 ml. and the other ~0 4 ml, ·each, • 
• 4 .. . 
In addition to the ne1rmal differential on stnears, in the "case of the 
)rplasma - ciell sion and the final cell suspension, differential . 
. :,..,"•:'( . . 
counts were made phax contt:"ast microscopy on wet preparations in, . 
coverslip chambe s descr'ibed in under "Basic Methods and Ma terials" • 
. . 
\ -· .· . ..-~1 










.· ·· .... ... : ..  , .... ............... J ·:·· ..................................... ... .. ·~ 
...... -~· ... 
COUNTS . . PER"Mr;~·· · '(coNCENTRATION OF. CELLS) AT VAiUOUS STAGES ~ TABLE 27. 
. ..... 
······ 




White Cell White Cell \fui te Cell · White Cell White Cell 
Count Per Count Per Count Per Count Per Count Per 
Hl. Ml. Plasma Ml. R.B.C. Ml. Final Ml. 
Heparinized Sediment Cell Discarded 
Blood . Suspension Plasma 
.. 
(Millions) (Millions) (Hi! lions) (Milli~ns) 
.. 
. 
4. 55c5 5.100 1.600 4. 225 30,000 
. 
0 
TABLE 28 • . TOTAL (ABSOLUTE) COUNTS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE EXPERIMENT' 
- . . 
Number of Number of 'Number of Number of Nu~ber of 
White Cells White ·cells White Cells White Cells White· Cel~s· 
in 22 Ml. · in Plasma in ~. B,'C. in 20.0 Ml. in 
Heparinized ~ . Sediment of Cell Discarded 
Blood Suspensi~n Plasma 





72.42 '17. 28 84.50 366,000 
(2Z.Oml.) (14. 2 ml.) (10. 8 ml.) (20. 0 ' t~!l.) (12.2 m~.) 
.. 
. 
TABLE 29. BALANCE SHEET-SHOWING DISTRIBUTI0N OF CELLS '(.FIGURES IN 
MILLIONS) 
. 
Bf:ood Collected . Plasma & R.B.C. Cell Suspension Plus 
. ' 
Contains Sediment Discarded Plasma. Plus 


















TABLES 30-37. · PROPORTIONS OF CELLS IN BLOOD, PLASMA, FINAL · CELL 
.. 
SUSPENSION, R.B.C. · SEDIMENT 
'.,-. 
Abbreviations: Polys. = Polymorphonuclear Leukocytes. 
'·. 
Lymphos. = Lymphoc,ytes · 




PERIPHERAL BLOOD .. PERCENTAGE. TOTAL NO. OF CELLS 
0 1N BLOOD . 6 . . - (22 .0 ml.) -TOTAL 4.45 X 10 wbc/ml. 




~ " ,J 
'175 cells were · counted . (Millions) 
. . 
Polys. 49% 49.00 
*tympho.s. 49% 
--
49.00 .. .. 
'Monocytes 2% . 2.00 -
. , 
-
* Large number of Large Lymphocy'tes were o~~erved. 
,-~-~: .. -- --- ~------__: ... -----
. TABLE 31 
~. -- . 
. , 
- .. 








·TOTAL ·s.-100 X wbc/ml. (14. 2 m~.) 
._ 
I 
· 244 cells were counted (Millions) 
Polys.' - 56% 40.56 . \ 
LymphosJ• · 43% 31.14 ' 













. . ' 
-~ 








TABLE 32. PHASE CONTRAST DIFFERENTIAL COUNT 
.-
.PLASMA PERCENTAGE TOTAL NO. · OF CELLS ,.< 
.. IN PLASMA 6 . 





200 cells were counted (Millions) . 
-.lr 
• . . 
' 
, . Polys & Nonocytes 52% . 37.66 





* Monocytes coulcrflot be counted ·or distinguished separ;at~!ly 
method. 
. . . --------
TABLE 33. ----~ 
. _______ , 
-·~ 
----· . 
- ) . 
•, 
..., 
RED BLOOD CELL SEDIMENT PERCENTAGE TOTAL NO. OF CELLS , 
- IN R-.B.C. S_EDIHEN:r 
. . 6 . . ' 







•'107 cells were counted (Millions) 
' 
-· 59% Polys. 
-
10.20 
I Lymphos. 41% . ('> 7.m~ . Monocytes . 0% o.oo · . 




TABLE · 34. ' ' 
) - - . 
FINAL CELL SUSPENSION PERCENTAGE TOTAL NO. OF CELLS 
. - 6 . IN FINAL CELL . t 








co'unted (J-U.ll~on.s) c 188 ·cells were 
' Polys. 53% - 44.78 
· Lynqjhos. . ·-45% 38.03 
Monocyt~s . 2% ' 1.69 
b .. 




\ · .. 
:\._! . ..;t~· 
... ~ >!"· .. ' 
Petd dish .. l 
Petri di~h 2 




TABLE :n. PHASE ;oNt~sT rir~FEf&NTIAL coirnr 
•. 
CELL SUSPENSION 









TABLE 36. MACROPHAGE COUNTS 
-
, COUNTS OF MACROPHAGES 
' EXPRESSED AS NUMBER 
. OF CELLS PER PETRI . 










I • 0, 
-.. 
. 
NUMBER OF MACROPHAGE 
TOTAL NO. OF CELLS 





PERCENTAGE · OF 
PRECURSORS 'PER ML, · OF MACROPHAGE 


























% LOSS OF CELLS IN EACH SUSPENSION 
' • AS COMPARED ·'wiTH TOTAL CELLS IN 
THE WHOLE BLOOD SAMPLE. 
(CALCULATED FROM COUNTS ON SMEARS) 
. ' ' · -
. 







































v . . I 
' 
. - ~ .. 
. Q . . 





0 ..... ~  .. ~ 
~ of> . 
. 
·' 












TABLE 38~ DTSTRIBliTION OF. CELL TYPES IN THE .VARIOUS CELL SUSPENSIONS AS PERCENTAGES .... --;·· . . 
• ? . -- : .. . .. M. :Monocyte • . -




. 7.~ .• I 
L - Lymphocyte 1~- _. . , . . . ·;--; ··-J--· ... . • ... . . . ..... , .. !~ . · .
. 
- · Pol-y:norph~mu~lear.j L~:tkocyte 0 ; "a'i \ . .I - p ~ ·/ ~ \ / . ~ 
• 0 • _ , . •. • 






. /" ~fL · ~~~TS oF x2 CEI.,L ~ BLOOD PLASMA o; SUSPENSION (CHI QU_~) n:s~S ' ! S DI S · 
-
. 






E.XP . NO. M L · p M L ·p M p M L' 
. 
'P I ~ 
. 
' 2 · . . . ~7 3 3.1 . 66 2 - 34 63 ! I 1. 72 '· \. { I 1 31 68 *x . (df=6) . :> < . \ 
-
\ 
\39 ' \-o 
I 
l-1 
. ~ I . ~ 
'39a 2 39\ 59 1 t 1· 53 •''46 2 . ~ I - -- X · ( f =6) < .  \I . 2 39b 4 38 58 4 37 59 5 61 2 38 •60 .. X (df=6) 
, . 
.. 
. j I 
. . ~ u 
4'9· 1~·. -
2 . : 
40 2 49 43 56 
-









~ - t .. 
- .. 
~ 
-<3. ~ . MEAN % ( 39' 58 . 2 38 60 2 34 64 1 42 .' 5 7 
. 






. . ' . - j .. :--~· · ~ 
. ..... . .,. ' ., 
. . . ., 2· . . . . 
'* NB.. c ·X (Chi Sq_uare)' test was performed1 on raw coun~s and not on t!he .perc~ntage values ' 




' , 11 • ~l-J ., 
,, 
,. 




• '1. I 
'· 
\ . 






= 11.118 P> .05 . 
' 
J . 
= 4.206 P > .os· 
. 
' 
= 5. 726 p > .O? 
·. 













~ . . 
Discussion' of ·. Po.oled ·Data from the Three Ex'periments: . · . 
'). ! 
·in · T~ble 36 are pre~ent1ed the pooled data from the four ~~p~riments: in ~ ·· 
~hich the p~rcentage distribution of cell .types in the f~ur 'su~pensions 
" . 2 . . . 
~s\ given:.' · A x ·{Chi Square) test was p~rforme~ on the. results , from ·each . 
. . . . ' 
experiment .separjltely to see if' there was any significan~t difference'· 
' . ·:. . •t· · 
. ~ • . 2 : . 
between the .co·u~.ts • . ·It should. be. pointed out here that the x tests · 
. ~ . . . . . / . 
.) . . . . 
were performed on our. pr~ary data and not on . the derived per.c~ntage, 
.· . 
... \ valu~s. The . Chi Squar~ values ar~ given ln the la~t colUffin of Table 38 · 
I 
Cl:nd ·ft can be ::>een that. there .is no · s.ignif~ca~t di:fference ~ecyeen.· .th.~ 
I • • ~ ' 
various counts. · Thus .ye can· conclude that there has no't been a prefer-·.' 
.. . • . . , 18 • ) ~ 




final ceH suspension· • 
Conclus'ion: No sd.tistic'ally s:t,gnific.ant. loss of any 
. . . 
. . 
parti_cular cell type was obs~rved during 'the_ preparation of the fina-l 
cell susp~nsion, thus indica"ting the v~lidi..ty of the me.thod. • 
.. 
(c) Repeatability'of the method 
'-... '. . •. 
·-
. <4 (i) Introduction: 
---------
~ J ' • 
·p e rf_o,rmed d~plica.fet .e~perirnen tf:i on two occasions (Exper]Jnen t .. No. 36 
,. . / 
. . 
and ~9) .• · Analysis of varia~ce, 'Qas -performed :~.etween duplicate ix;ttegrid 
. . . ·, . 
• • ' .. i 
)•', dishe's in a single 




Procedure: (Experiment No. 36) 20 ml. blood ·was t~ken from ; • 
H. B.· ~nto ·a hepariniied syringe and · was .i~ediately ·s epara'ted into 2 ~-;.· ."'. 
equal portions. Cell s~spensions cont~ining 3.210 x · 1o6 wbc per rnl. 









c. ... • :
... 





' . . 









.. . .. 
~load samples~; Each $U~pe~si~p· wa-?.~~spen·~~-~ .int~. two inte<grid Petr-i .41 :' 
. dish~s making a tota~ of 4~d~shes . for th~ ~hJie . ex~~riment. : Two . 
0 
dishes from one s 'ample w~re c.a~lef'a ~n.d al; and t:omj~e ? . ther sample~ 
(\ . . . . ., . ~ . " . . - .. . 
b.and b,1·· After 7 day.s of i~cubati~n, th~ P~tri dishes were stained ·,. 
, , , , , , , 0 o• , I 
a~d · counted as i~' '~Basi.c·Met.hods a~d Mat~ri.als 11' a·nd analysi s ' of varian~e 
. . ' . . 
. . 
was per£onned in a four group ·2 x 2"ltw~ by two) factorial·· design 
. 0 . . 
. . 
(for rE!ference, see Basi~ ·He.tho.ds and Haterials) • . 
. . . . 
,., . . '' 
(iii)" Results: . The t'igures obt'ained are displayed in Tables ·o .. 
'39-4'1 below. ,_ 
~TABLE i. CO~TS 
. ' 
... -
PER ml. (Q(')NCENTMTION OF CELLS) AT !vARIOUS ·sTAGES. OF 
., 
' 
. . 0 
.. ' 
. ll 
THE EXPERIMENT. ~ ·-- ---- ___ ( ___ _ ----------·--·~----
.. 
.. 
White Cell .,-.White Cell ".Whit.e Cell White C_e\1 W~ite Cell 
Count Per . Count Pe'r Count Pe·r Count Per Count Per 
Ml. Ml. Plasm·a ·Ml. of R.B.C• Ml. Fi nal ·m. / 
. Hepar~nized· Sediment Cell Discarded 








. (Millions) . · (Hillions > (Mfllions) (Millions) .· 
. . 







• 5. 82,5 ) . · 1.975 • 3.210 - 175,000' ,. 
"· ' - , 
•· 
" 




'll . ... . . .. 
* .. 11a" and 11b11 ~e_f~. to ·.t he two cell suspetlsions pr:,epa:red f or this 




. ·-: ..  
· ' ' 
,. 






. : . - ~~~"" ,, . 




TABLE 40. TOTAL CELL ~ABSOLUTE) COUNTS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE · 
.. 
', EXPERIMENT. ' 
A 
. 
• Number of Ntnnber of Number. of Number of· Ntunber of 
White .Cells White Cells White Cells · Whit.e Cells White Cells 
in in Plasma in R.B.C. .in Final in 
~eparinized Sediment cell. : Di,scarded 










63.75 . a. 39.61 in • 9. 28 ·in. 32.10 ' 1.19 ·. 








. . ~- . 63.]5' 42.78 in. 9. 77 in· • .33.75 1.1.6 · 
\... • . (1~.0 m~.) l~{6.~ ml.·) ,(4 •. 6 ml.) . (6.9 ml.) 
' 
~ - .' .' ., .. 
...._ ~ . 
TABLE 41. MACROPHAGE COUNTS 
c ,• : 
. 
. 
COUNTS OF MACRO PHAGES NUMBER OF MACROPHAGE . PERCENTAGE OF 
~EXPRESSED· ·As NUMBER PRECURSORS. PER MLI OF MACROP!L\G~ 
OF CELLS PE~ PETRI BLObD. PRECURSORS IN 










' a 463,576 . 230,157 .. (Average of t~o) · 
. . . 







b i49:S ,0~3~· . 233.710 .. 
bl 424,288 200,302 
. 3.4% . 
... 














TABLE ·42. ·ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of 
Variance_ 

























I <=>L~~) . 39:l. 7 5 . '3. 211 -1 .. . 393. 75 p> 0.05 
. . 
. ' . Interaction·: . ' 
a or b x 1 15', 75 15.75 0.,128 P> ,0.05 
.( 




. . ' 
' 
. , .. 
' . 
•' 
1._22. 62 ; ~ 
> 
I 




" .. \> 
u 
I 1 
Total 27 3396.25 .. 
'" / 
~ . 
Table 39· ~imply .shows th:.fell concentrations i ·n the various sus-
pensions . e.xa:mi~ed ~ur:i.n'g the ... course of the experiment. From the voltunes · 
-
of · the varioU:s suspensions it ·was possible- .to calculate th~ total nwnber· .' 
of ce_lis in each ~.llspension.;, these a~e disp~-ayed 'in ~ 40: · The 
il]lpl!cations ~f·these count~ together wi.th a balance sheet have been 
presented ih .the ·~"'evious section. fble 41 s~ow's the results of 
macrophage- counts in e?ch· of the 4 Petri dishes·,' When one compares 
. '· . 
. 
· these results. it_ is evident that there is a close similarity. b.etween · · · 
, 
these ·parallel experiments. Table 42 shows details. of the analysis of 
' 
.. 
' variance which clearly indicate that there is ·no significant difference· 
\ . 
either between duplicated dishes, or between . the se.Parat.ely process~d 
. 











. . ~ .-
'V, 
"• 
(iv) ~~~~~~!~: (Experimen~. No.~9) -A subject, S. s., ~as 
bled .on two occa~ions with an i)te·~~l . of 10-!5 minutes between the 
oleedings. The blood came from dHferemt veins and involved the use 
66 
of different syr~nges . . Sampl~s were designated "a:" and "b". The white 
blood the two 'samples 5.375 - an~ ' 6 counts on were 5.925 x 10 wbc/ml 
respectively. ·. Cell s~spensions were prepared fl:·om each sample and· were 
. 6 . . 6 q ' 
fpund · to contain 4.75 x 10 wbc/ml and 4.25 x 10 wbc/ml. Two integrid. 
~ 
Petri di~he~ ·were prepar~d from each suspension and w~re stained .~nd 
counted as in" Basic Methods and. Materials. i 
(v) Results: The counts are shown in tables 43-45 below. 
TABLE 43. COUNTS .PER ML. (CONCENTRATION OF . CELLS) AT VARIOUS STAGES 
, .... 













White Cell White Cell 
'Count Pe·r Count Per 
... 









5.6..0.0 \L-41~0 ·. ~ c: ~ 
\ 












. 4. 750 
4.200 
. 
























.Nu!Dber of Number of Nwnber of_ Ntm1ber of Number . of 
White Cells ltf Whit~ Cells White Cells . Wlii t e ·Cells White Cells 
in 11.0 'mL in Plasma in R.-B. C. ~n Final in 
(each)' ·Sediments Cell Discarded 
' ' . 









. . · a· • 59.12 36.5 12~22 in 43.94 850 ,OQO 
.. (7 ~ 3 ml.) (S.~mi.) (9.25 ml.) (6.8 ml.') 
. ~ .... -
.. .. , 
. 
' . . ' 
.. 
b. 65.18 40.·88 10. 92' 39.31 510,000 
' . 
' 










Counts of Macrophages ·Numb·e'r of Macropqage Percentage· of 
' Expressed as NUil!ber ' Precursors Per ..,}11. Macrophage 
of Cells Per Petri of Blood Precursors in 





a 290 ~ 716 '328,966 6.1% 
I 
' 288,7 52 y 326 '746 6.1% 'al 
' . 









247,502 345,04 7 5.8% . <;) 
- ' 
r- · ··~ 






















Source of · ~· .Degree of Swns cof Mean F.' Probability 
Var~ance Freedom s·quares Squares 
.. 
, 
Between the . ' 
' pLoJ parallel .· 1 3087 3087 9.414 





' Petri dish ·r 7 7,; O.OOgl_3 P>· 0.05 
-(a) vs. (b) .. 
·. ,., -!" 0 .. 
. '• / ... 1 . -. 
Interaction:· . , ,._ 
. ·.- i ·"'i 
a' or b rd .. .. - / · o·· : 1 . 0-' 
·P> o.·os . experimental , 
' 




With the 24 ·7868 ·:""'327. 9 -s~pl~s 
·,, 
: 
' ' .... 
-~ . , . - . : 




Tables 43 and 44 show the cell concentrations and the tota~ n~ber 
of cells present in· the various suspensions. It s~oufd be pointed out 
here. that there was a differen~e in the total white cell counts 'in the 
two ,s ampl~s of blood. 
Table 45 sh_ows ~the counts of macJ;op~~ges obtained in -each P~t1i 
.. ~ - "' . r 
dish and the calculated pet;'centages· and absolute' number of macrophage 
. - " / precursors· present in the -blood. · . ' 
/ 
When analysis of variance was performed (Table 46), no difference 
was seen qetween Petri dishe·s obtained from ,th.e. same cell suspension; 
however, a significant difference was observed between the results of · · · 
on blood 
' 
the parallel experiments performed en't.irely separ~te 
w'it:F probabili.ty val~~ of p ( o.·os. I· 
samples ·. 
.. / · 








I , -, 
~~ 
. ~ ' 
.. • 
- ~ 
_.!___ : . . · 
(v~) ·~~~~!~~!~~-~!~~-~~-~e~!!~~~E~: . These experime~ts are . 
reassuring· in that the processing of a : blood sample does not introduce 
' . 
sign.,.~c_a~t variat~o.n even. i~· the sample ~s . ~pli t into halves which a~~ 
~rocessed sepa:J;"ately. ' There is scime variaJion in macrophage count, 
., 
' ' 
. . however, i_f separate bleedings are performe_d on.· th~ same subject, which 
in _this experiment arnounte~. to a di~ference of six percent. This 
.. 
_difference may be du~ to variability of the. original white cell cciunt 
. . . . . . ·. 
·in the. blood which in . turn could be techn.ical or possibly _due ·. to a . , 1 : 
.~ 
biologic Variation in the ?Ubject. 
. , .. , , .. ~ 
(d) Normal values from a series of healthysubjects 
In the experiments performed up· to this point, 24 w~re .technica_lly 
.. 
.. satisfactorY and the count~ of macrophage precursors from these are . 
. . ' . . / 
shown in table 47 • . Calculations from this data indicate ·that the 
' -\ av~rage macrC!phage precursors count was 225,000 pel:: ml. blood with a. 
•. 
standard deviation of 100,000 •. When these counts are expressed as a 
percentage .of :the . .total white celi c;o.u.nt it appears th~t the average_ 
I' "i 
macrophage precursor.s count was . 3 .. 7% of· the wh:I:J:e count. 
' . 
It was ·l.nteresting and p~assurit:tg to_ note ~.hat the second series 
·of healthy individuals that were ·tested (details given in table 7 of 
sect-ion '[.B] 8) gave results ·which were very close · to the above , namely 
216,000 ·macrophage precursors per ml. of blood with -an S.D~ of 103,000 
and 3. 5%' of the total white ceHs 'Wer,e macrophage pre.cursors. 
. . -
I ' 
. . ' 
--· 70 •. 
. ~ . . 




EXPERIMENT ~0. WHITE CELL NUMBER OF MACROPHAGE .. 
COUNT PER "MACRO PHAGES PRECURSORS ' > 
'f1L, BLO_OD PRECURSORS IN BLOOD' AS ·A 
(MIL~NS) PER ML. PERCENTAGE .OF 
BLOOD THE TOTAL WHITE 
(THOUSANDS) BLOOD CELLS 
• \. 




. . -11 5.12 10.9 1.9 
' 
. 12 . 12.40 472 r. . 3.8 
•:. 470 
.. {.10!-... 14 6'. 55 
' 
' -
15 . ·5. 70 '108 1.9 
.. 
-16 4.45 167 
' 
3.8 
. .. ~ 
·17 6.15 272 4.4 
' . 18 7. :so · 369 ' 4.9· . 
-- - --
.. 0 
19 5.80 ' 213 -3.7 
, . 
21 !]· 328 4.8 . -
22 8 219 3.7 . 
26 5.45 261 4.8 ... 
..... 
.. 
27 • 5.20 53 1.0 
~ 
-· 
~9 5.52 238 \ 4 3 •~.:-- : . ;:.~· . · 
... 
---
... ~ . 
- 30 4.65 128 .2. 7 
-I 




.. 32 ·5. 90' 1<>30 2.2 
33 • 5.20 180 :. 3.5 ~ 
\~ r.: .. ~ 3~ 5 .. 67 - 198 3.5 . ' 
.....-: 
:: 





36 6.37 217 3.4 ·. 
. . 
-\ 37 7. 75' --'300 . . 3.8 , ... ~- . 
' . 




• .. . 
. 
39 < 5.64 ' 337 5.9 
. .- • 
. 40 4.55 
-




• MEAN I 6.023 
'·. 
225 3. 7 
. 
~ 
' d . 
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5. EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE POSSIBLE ADHERANCE OF CELLS · TO GLASS\-IARE 
(a) Introduction 
Because monocytes and ·po_lY'Jlorphs are cells with the ability to 
'· 
stick to glassware, it was important to find out if we wer.e lc;>sing cells 
' 
from this cause du.ri~g the preparation pf the fil).al cell suspension. 
" Having demonstrated 'that ~orne c"ells remained on t,he glassware, some_ 
expe~iments were performed in .th.e cold"and some with.E.D·.T.A. in an 
attempt to .reme~y this situation·. 
· . (b) . ·Experime~ts 
I 
ments was rinsed in saline after use and was trea~ed wit~ · Methanol to 
.fix any adherent' cells. and then stained- with Giemsa.· There w~s in all 
) 
cases a variable sized p~pulation of cells sticking to some ·parts·of 
. . . 
the glassware. In one experiment so.me of th~ tubes were cooled ~ to 4°C. 
after ,the blood had been added; this shc;>wed an appareni reduction in 
~ -
the numbe~ of . cells gdhering . to the tubes. The number of. cells adhering 
. ~ 
was Rot easily qqantitated, -so other experiments w~re undertaken in 
which cells' w~ proce~sed in. ·the cold. 
, . (ii) -~~~~!~!!~~-~~-~~!!_~~~E~~~~~~~-~!~~;~ _Two ~xp~riments 
· w~re · pe~ormed i~ w~ich haif the b~ood s·am~le was ,processed . at 4°C. and . 
.- _ ...
The outline. of each experiment together· with 
0 
half at room temperature. 
the accumulation data foi;'~ each will :·be p~es~nted next. 'rhe combined . • 
' ~ .. ' 
. res~lt:> will then · be described in the text .together. 
·v 
Experiment No. 41: '20 ml. blood was tak~n from K.H. 
into a" hep'arinized syring7-, d~xtran wa s added and immediately the sample 
' (; . ' 
was dispensed equally into 2 test tubes. One ~ube was · incubated fQr 2 
\ 0 








The second tube was incubated in an ice· bath for 2 hours, and was. 
. . 
processed there~iter at 4°C. Cell ·suspensions containing 3.575' x 106 
. 
·-w.b.c. per ~1. from the \old pro~edu:~e::attd 5.000 x lo6 ·w.b.c. per ml. 
. ' from' the 3JOC. incub-ation . .m~th'od we:r;e p''rep~red • 
I ..._ 




~-:-- ·P.eriph~ral Blood j ~ · Percen.tag~ . 










Polys. 60 •. 0% 
-
Lymphos .• 36.0% 
' . II 
.. Monocytes [· L5% . 










White Cell White Cell White Cell White Cell White Cell 
. 
Count Per Count Per . Count Per Cou.nt Per ·co.unt per 
ml. ml. Plasma ml. R.B ·.C. ml. Final • ml. . , . 
,!Jeparinized Sediment Cell _Discarded 
Blood · Sus~en~n Rlasma 
" 











5.550 6.750 2.850 3. 57..5 . 100,000 
























TABLE 3. TOTAL (ABSOLliTE) 'COUNTS AT VARIOUS STAGES·· OF mts' EXPERIMENT ' 
·-
' .... 
Number . of Number of ' NJllllber of Number of Number .of' 
White Cells White cell-s White Cells White Cells \~hite Cells 
in 11 ml. in Plasma in R. B.c. 'in-Final in .... t. 
Hepariir!-Zed Sediment . Cell Discarded 
Blood . Suspe~sion Plasma 
' . 
" (Millions) (Millions) (MilliC>ns) ('l'li~lions) . n 
~ 
~ • 
) ' , 
' 
61.05 ' 37. l3 .· 19.95 35.75 . 550.,000: . 
(11.0 mL) '~5.5ml.) (9 .d ml.) . 
I . t;. 
. 
·-- ~ 
~ ... # .. 
. ' 
61.05 -44.85 19.04 50.00 600,000 
(11.0 ml.) (6. 9 ml.) (9.0 ml.) 
. 
. -





TABLE'·~~;: MAC~OPHAGE COUNTS 




Counts of t-taa royhag~s .·~ Number of Macrophage Percentage of 
Expressed as Nu_mber ~f · Precursors Per ml. of Ma9,rophage 
.. . 
Cells Per Petri ·Dish · ; Blood .. ~recursors in. 4 
' (Average of 2 d·~~~es) Blood \ 
\ ,. ,. . 







'_809, 292 ' \ 
' 












'rhese re~ults will~ di~cussed ~n ' . combination with those of 
















" ExperimentjNo: 42: . 20 ml. blood was ftaken .from M.C ~ 
~t ~ ~ 
. \ 
into a ·heparinized syringe. '!'he dext~an . treated bloo'd was separat'ed into 
. . . 
t. . . {> • • ; : 6 .. 
. . · 2 equal portions· and · cell suspensions containing 3.05 x 10 w.b.c. per • 
. . . . . I 
. 6 . . 
:_ml. from t.he cold method and 4.15 x ~~ .w.b.c. per ml. from the 37°C. 
J 
· .~ncubation were prepdred respec~iv-ely as in the previous experiment • 
... -~ 
' TA~LE. ~ • . PR~P~~~o IN BLOOD 
· ·~r ·. 
Abbreviat;_ions: 
. 
Poly a· ·= Polymorphohucl~ar L~u~ocytes .. 
Lymph.os. = · Lymphocytes 
.. 
• 




' 0 Total 4.325 X 106 wbc/ml>t 
. . ..... 
' 















• . f' M~nocytes 6.5% 
·-, Unclassified mononu.clear ' 0.7% 
ce'lls (> . · .. 
- .... 
• 
!.. r .) 
' 
/' 
·TABLE 6.. COUNTS PER MI..·. (CONCENTRATION .QF CELLS) AT VARIOUS STAGES 
. . 




@:~:!1 ·white Cell White Cell White Cell White ·Cell . Count Per Count Per Qount Per Count Per 
f ' . ml. Plasma ml. R.B.C. ml. Fi~al ml. · 
Hepariniz.ed: Sediment Cell ~Discarded 




(Millions) (Millions) (Millions) · (M:l, ~lions) 












4.325 5.275 . ·2.4 75 II 4.150· n 127,500 
' . 
- .. 
' .. : ·, 
. : ': . . 
/ 





' . ,. 
. • . 














... ... ; ' 
" , . .... . 
. . 





- 9 ' 
.. 
Numh_er of N~mber of J o Number of Number of Number ,of 
" 
\~hit~ Cells Wh.i'te Cells 'White Cells , Wh±te Cells \olhi te. ·Cel.ls 
in 11.0;'1111. in Plasma in R. B.oC. ;in 8.0 ml. 
. 
in Discarded . 
Heparini;z~d 
c 
Sediment Einal Cell Pl~sma 




{Nill~ons) (Mil~ions)(. (Hill ions) (Mill,ions~ J. 
\.. • . 
' . . n 
" 47.58 . . . 24.44 16.97 24.4 . .. 282,000 
(11. 0 ml.) (5. 2 · ml.-~ . (8. 0 ·ml. ) :·· . . . .. ,. 







.. .. . 
. 
895 5001 ' . 4 7. 58. 38.·80. 
.. · -12·75 
... 33:2 
(11.0 ml. ). · (7.35 ml. ) ~ ml.) ' I '(8.'0 
"' . • < • o 
,. ,. 
. . . 
\ ' 






I 8. HACR'O.PltAGE ..• ·TABLE COUNTS· 
- -
. , ... . 
• I> 
·'Percentage Counts of Hacrophages ·Number of ~lacrophage of 
Expres.sed. as Number of . Percursors Per ml: Macrophage 
I> l~ 
Cel.ls Per Petri Dish Blood Percursors in 
' (Average 2 dishes) : . Blood . of 
'ti 
• 
' ' . 
.. 
\· • . . ,,. .. . . 
·cold (a) 652,148 ' . . . 
.. 
~old (b) 
. 264,61.6 . 6.1% 





..'37.°C. ( a ) 
. 
> t\ . ~.~· 
.919,292 .. J •. 
~ . <t 227;23i .s. 2% ' · 








\. I ~ 
... 
a 
' l ' . . 
. b . { ' . 









. ·' ... 
·. 





- .. ·. 
- . 
. . . 
,· . ' , l · ' • 






. ' 4 .. •'' ., 
• ••• 




., ' r · ... , ,~ • · . .o •• • • ~ • • •1 • 







- or... l . 
. • \ .t . 
"'' BLOOD- COJJLECTEO (1} PeASMA (1J CELL SUSPENSION PERCENTAGE. OF . ' . 
-
' CONTAINS (2) R.B.C. SEDIMENT (2) DISCARDED PLASMA· MACROPHAGE . 
- ~- -~ (3) R.B.O. SEDI~NT 'PRECtmSORS . IN , . . · ~ . -.. ·' BLOOD . . . 
' . ( 3) TO:J;b{. {4-) TOTA't' ; .f 
' ~ -, 
- " ' 
. 
' . 
' '· E~. 41. , .. ol.OS (i) .3:7.12· (1) 35. 7 5 ' . 5 .Oi! 
I . 0 "" 
• a. In Cold . . ( 2.) 19.95 (2) ·.ss ' 1 . 
' (3) - 19.95 . ~ ' . ~ ~ : v . 
·. 
' 


















··b. 3rc·. 61.05 (1) ' 44.85 (1) 50.00 . . 4 .·2% 
. . 
' 
-- (2·) 19.04 (2) .69 .. --
. ' (3) 19.'04 A . 
. ~ .. . -
' 








> r I .. 
. . .. ~ 
' 
EXP. . 42. 47;sj - (1) 24.44 (1) 24.40 6 .• 1 % 
-
• 
a. In Cold 4 - (2) ··16._97 · (2) .28 
" 
. 
_(3) 16.j7~. ~ 
. · :~ ~ ' ( r ' n . . . . (3) 41.41 (4) 41.65 ~.2% ~ ' -.... : -I : '{} . ' . c . .. o. 37° c. 47.57 . (1) 
' 
38.80 (1)' 33.20 , 
Jt(2) ; . 1' . 12.75 '(2) .a,. 
' -




' I (3) ·51. 55 ' (4) 46-.84, . . 0 ; . ·~ .. -
. -~  q . . 
. ~ . . ' .. ~ .... r 
;, - ~ .. 
.-






- .. f • ' 
. ; . . ~ . 
" 
. . 
. :· :: 
. ,.., 
. . ; 
-
- ~ 









It can b~ 
seen in Tables. \3 and - ~ that t~e V?lumes of plasma obtained afte-r ted 
78 
.. . ..r·' .. ; 
blood cell sedimentation in th~ cold were co~sidera~ly less tha~ those •· 
.. 
obtained by sedimentation at 37°C. It was. possible . to obtain between' 
• ' (J ~ • ' 
LS-2 ml. more ~lasrna in the latter case. •, ' 
.. Tables 1 and 5 shQ~ the proportion of ~,odHferent white cells "in t.he 
bloo.d. T.ahles · ·2, 3 ·and (), 7 show the conc~ntrations of whi_te cells and 
. . '• \" . . 
the total white cell counts" in the various cel:l' suspensions. It can. be 
cells w.ere obtained with the cAtd· procedure as. compared 
.. • j ..:!•. 4 ~~ \ ' 
. . . 
This is a second difference between the two methods.·. · 
seen that fewer 
with the Jarrn. 
- . . .... ~. 
vTables 4 and 8 show macrophage counts from each experiment separately 
· Mhich are then tabulated together in Table 9. It is evident that there 
,';I 
was a · 15 per cent ·increase in the calculated nUmber of, ~acrophage 
pre.cursors \\'hen the cell suspension was prepared tn the cold. 
' . .. ' - . 
Two further diffe.rences o{ a non-quantitative nat\lre which- ~ed to 
the abandonment of the cold procedure are (1) that a floccular clumping 
> 
of cells and platelets occ'l,ln::ed .. during the _sedi.mentation procedure 
whe~ it was performed ~~ 4°C ·~ (2) · t~t t~1e cell monolayer in the Petri 
dishes was patchy · and uneven evidently re'sulting . from tJie earlier 
. ,, 
. cl~ping of . cells. Thus the macrophage count was not as reliable as 
' · 
we\muld have lik~d. 
~ 
Conclu~ion: Sedimenting and processing cells.at 4~c. 
gave (1) less pla9_ma cell suspension. (~) ' Smaller· 'totai' ~feld ~f ~white. 
c::ells presumably due to the smaller· volume of plasma · pbt.ained ·(the cell 
... 
, . 
concentration was the same). (3f l-lpen the number of macrophage precursors 
; 
• -:. 1- .. . ~ .; . ' • 




(4) Cel~_.c~umping in the plasma~. and consequent: patchy· 
.... ·-
·. ' 


























(iii) >Experiments ·with E.D.T.A. 
-------.---------~---
Procedure: Eleveit experiments (Nos. 4.}., 44, 45, 46, 
4.7, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53) were·performed subs·tituting Ethylen~diamine-' 
. . 
· ~_et"ra Acetic Aci,d (E.D._T.A.) for heparin. This was to test whether or 
l . ' 
. ' . . \ 
not the addit;i~n of E.D.T.A., with.' its known effect of · prev~nting white 
blood cells fro~ sticking to glassware;~ increase. the number ~f 
macr.ophages grown· from a sample of b~ood; th~ is to say E.n:r.A. ·could 
... 




E.D.T.A. \'JBS made up as follows: 100 ml. of distilled ~t;o was 
added to 2.7 gm'. of.E.D.'f.A._ ·<_man~factu~d b.y ·British Drug Houses) to 
dissolve the dry powder. This solution was steri1ized by pas~ing I 
through a millipore fil~er. 10 ml. blood . samples· ~~r~ obtained in' 
\ 
syringes conta'it:ting .various doses of E.D.T.A .. ranging from 0.~ ml. to 
'·• 
· 1.5 ml. of' the 2.7% w/v stock solution. Ce'll suspensions were· otherwise· 
prepared, _incubated for seven days, and stai!lE;d as in ")3aslc Methods and 
( )> • • ~ " ' , 
· Nater ials". ' 
"Re~u!Cs and conclusions: 
' I 
-. 
Examination of the glassware 
I 
in twt> expe;iments did . indeed show that ~·D. T .A. had' prevent_ed adherence 
of cells. 
• ; • • tl • Ho~ever, · in one experiment after artother there were no 
. . . ' 
- , <\ • 
mac~ophages or-_ only very scanty macrophages ~: small· in size and unhealthy 
looking, to be Totinq . in the' Petri dishes. Thi~ was 4:nftial.l,y tpoug!lt 
. .·. ' . ' 
~ to be due t,o a toxic .. ·effect of 1;. DA T .A. However in Exp'eriment 49 
• JO • ' - ~... '"' • ~ • , • • 




















~ · .. 
.. 
.... , _ 
• . J 
t" •• I 
. ~ ·,. 
produc~d virtu~lly· no ·mRcrophages'. Thu's we 
for the fa-ilure of 11\ITCrophage d~welopment. 
had to ,co~#d~~ other 





batch of human cord serum we were using could be at faul~. \ve trie.d 
~ . 
Fetal calf serum for th~ ·n~t several experiments~ a.g.ain with P?Or res~l ts. 
UtimatelY. the F.C.S. ·'-'aS shown to be ·\oxic when it was compared witft . 
• fresh autologous serum. (See next chapter for work dn the 'serum problem). 
Thus there are vi rtu~lly no results · from this series of, experim~nts 
a 








(~) -G~neral conclusions ,. 
\vheit· .t~le used glassware ·was rinsed and stained., cells were fou~d 
ndheriQgl." ~hu-~ there was evidence ~f· a lo~s . of cells t .even th~h . the· 
validity experiments (Sectidn B.4) showed no statistic~lly signi~icant 
pre~ei:-ential loss of any one cell type : Neverth.eless it seemed worthwhile. 
,. 
trying to cprrect this loss. 
'\ 
Attempts to " preven_l; cells adhering to glassware by a) pr~paring the 
\ 
· oell suspension in the c~ld and b) 'substituting E. D. T.A. for hepa rin.1'we re 
.• 
co'nsitl'ered to b~ unsa,tisfac tory. Sedimenta tion in the cold caused clump-
ing · df white cells wh·i\~t the E.D~T;A· · ~:xperiments were spoiiQl by s e rum 
· toxfci ty·. 
0 
' . 
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6. · EXPERIMENTS COMPARING AUTOLOGOUS SERUM, AUTOLOGOUS t)PLASMA AND 
FETAL CALF SERUM · 
' I (9) Introduction 
It was remarked in Section B.S, that 'for reasons not determinetl, the ~ 
hwnan' umbilical cord·~erum which had been used in several experiments· 
0 • • • • • 
appeared c to . b'e toxic to the cultu.n!d cells. 
(] 
' 
This section summarizes trials mad~ wlth plasma 9-nd vari04S sera made 
"' in order; to find the best' material for the 'cell cultures..· 
(b) Methods . !. 
/ 
. 
ea.rlier For tnese experiments the techniques described under the 
heading "Basic Neti1;ds a11d ~~terials" • were applied, .with,~.~he, exception 
· .. ,. · ''n . 
that t 'he prep,aration of the final tissue cultur~~'lnediurn rrivolved addition 
~f the var,ious sera or plasl!la prepafatio~s uncle~ test·. ·r~ som~· ex,peri-
• • • I ~ I : ' ' I ._ , 1"'' 
.. 
• ments defibrination ~as performed by rotating glass marbles. in th~ 
' . 
' 
freshly collected blood. 
(. .. 
· .
(~) ExEerime~i~ '- r 
/ . 
·; . < i) I~!~.!:-~£.!:~-~~!~-~!:.:.~.:.~.:.) .: In seven experiments (No. 61, 
' .,., 
62, 63, ·6s, 6'6, 67~ · 78) F ·.c.·~. was .tried, both fresll and inactivated. 
' ' ' ) • . Lo~J 
The results obtaine~ from these expenm.:nts w~re unifoiJlllY poor. There 
. . . . ' . ' ' . . .· 
we~e ·virtually .no cells sur~iving in culture ~fter a ~eek; 
' ' · . . 4.'~ ~· •. 
( i i) ~~~E~E!~~~L~.:.~.:.~.:.-~!~~-~~!~.!~~~~§--~~!~!!!: ·In expe ri men t · 
' ·, _~ 
No. 65, the- blood ·was immediately . defih-;f~ated. This sample was then 
. ,· 
' pro~e~sed, and 3 final crll sus~ension~~ were prepared one wi th' 50% 
/ ' . . 
F~C.S.· and the ·otQ.er· with autologous serum. ·The ' macrophages obtained by 
!') 
thes!:! two methods were. examined· and co~pared. It was clearly seen that 
' ' ~ 
t _he '~e.ll . suspension cultured . fn the 
,I 
preseuce of :F.C.S. showed no 
•• ~ •I · . :. {, ' ' - _____ .. . 
macrophages. On the. other hand·, .whe:n · cells ~ere;.tfr_g~ - i;rf. - tlie -presence 
~ 
· 9 f ~utologous serum, macrophages .were se~n i~ abundance and - th~y 

















, to be in good cendi tion.' This comparison defini t~ly linked toxi~ity 
·with the F.C.S. 
Similar res.ults were obtai~ in a sec.ond ~xperiment of this ,•sort 




inactivated. }Jacr~ph~ _appear_ed in the cul\r_es with 
~erum but not .in~ with inactivated F.C.S. · 
~· ~ 
In experiments Nos. 65 and 67 described ·ab~ve it was shown that 
. 
. • 
· ' l··~ 
~> autol«>gous se.rum was suitab~e for growing macr~phages. It ·seemed 
.... ,. 
I .. 
• . .. Cit 
. • . Ql . . 
importan~ to detennine if ·auto\ogou~ serum ,.,as s~pertor. to'~utologous 
plasma~· for this purpose. ·. lr'l •this experiment white blood cells from a 




, . ./ 
4 Procedure: (Experiment No. 71) 30 ml'~ blood Wjls , 
tak~n fro~ d:s. i~to a hepa~inized syringe • . Subsequently a further 10 ml. 
. ' . 
. blood· ~ns taken this time .into· a dry syringe and allowed to clot fot; the 
. -
pr~paration of autologous s~rum.· 4. 5 ·ml. of dextran· \-las added · to the 
• . • ~J 
heparinized blood and. the ·mixture · incuba'ted · for ·two hours at{i 37~°C. Cell 
r. , -. · / 
suspensio~s- · conta-lning (~) 6.~00 x 106 wbc/ml. in seri.un and (b) 6.375 -.' ·'; 
• 6 
x 10 wbc/ml. in plasma were prepa-r~d. 
. 






were plac.ed in each of two .integrid Petri dishes (4 dishes ·in all) and 
.:rA' 
. (.~ -~·-----
were· cultured and s tnined as usual. . 
Resu-lts: . The ;e~ults are d.isplayed .in tile. tat5l.es{l-~ 
below ~l}ich show that both .aut.logous ser~ ard plasma. were sui table for' 
1 gr~~i~g . healthy macrophage~. ·The results of tih·~ macrop~1age counts in 
table 5 ·indicate tiJat the macroph~ge yield was about 3 ~mes g~eater when 
' Q 
. ' . 
·white blood cells were gr9wn in the presence of'' autologous plasma instead 












TABLE 1. PROPORTIONS OF CELLS IN :BLOOD 
. . . 
... Peri-pheral Blood Percenta'ge 
' 





'4!)0 cells were counted 

























.TABLE 2. COUNTS PER 1-U.. 
j • 
(CONCENTRAT'rON OF CELLS) AT VARIOUS STAGES 










rnl. · · 
Heparinized 
Bllod · 










, .. ,. , . ~ , . , ··o· , .·~ ,. ·.\.:, .. ~ ~ , .. , .... , . , .... . 
. , 
. \ 
' ·. ) 
'White Cell·- · 
It, Count Per 
ml. R.B.C. 











\~hi te Cell 
Count .Per 
·white Cell 
Count PJr . 
ml. , Firial' ml. Disc'arded 
-cell .. • ) I -Plasma 
Suspension 
<~illirn•> . 
• • • \_ t 
(a). 6.90 
(serum) 
(bY 6 ~375 
(plasm~) 
. , 0 ' . · 
. ' . 
272,500 
I . 
' )f . • /1 
. J 




-. _, . 
., 
. .~ .. 
' .
Petri di'sh 1 
.Petri dish .2 
I 
... ·Petri dish 3' 
. ·. Petri" dish 4 
. 
... l ' 
aS' 




Number of :.Number of · Ntnnber of·· . Number "Of Number of 
. , .. 
White Cells White Cells · White Cells White Cells Cells \~hite 
in 33 ml. ' · in 21.8 ml. in 15.7 ml. in 2 (9) ml :·. - left in· 2.1 
Heparinize(:! Plasma . . R.B.C • Final ml. discard-\ 








- . I 
ll 
'277. 20 244.70 82.42 (a) 62.10 . 5. 70 . (33.o-~l:) 
- (21. 8 ml.) (15. 7 ml.) 
. 
'(2 .1 ml.)' 
-· 










TABLE 4. ; BALANCE SHEET SHOWING DISTRIBUTION .OF CELLS (F!GUn.Es ·IN HILLIONS) 
: 
-Blood C61J,ected ' Plasma & R.B .• ~. Celi Sus pen~iori ·P1Us 
Sediment Discardecf Plasma Plus 
.. 










. ,. I 
....... ·--
TABLE 5. MACROPHAGE COUNTS 
, . 




·counts of Macrophag~ .. Number of 'Macrophage P~rcentage of 
Expressed as Number of Precu~sors, Pe r ml. Hac rophage 
.. Cells Per Petri Di sh Blood Precursors in 
. 
.. . . Blood 
.. 
" 
- ~o8~ 574 '· . , . 124,345. 1.48 Se.r.uni l 
. ·440,003 . 133,913 .; ..--
-.: . , 1. 59 
. ' 
·I 
' ' \ 
1,375,010 r · 452,94'.5 ~ I 1:- 5. 39 . Plasma . ' 
· 1,398,081 · 460,706 I 5.48 .• ... I 
' 





' .. J 













· .. · 
,. · 
., . 
. . .. 
' . 




(d) : ;Conclusions· 
F. C. S., ~u~!ogous pla.sma . a~d autologous ~?rlllll it was ob~erved· ~hat 
.. . 
86 
F.C.S. was toxic whils~ autologou~ plasma proved ~o,be a better mn'terial 
,, w . 
11' 
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7. DETAILS OF ·THE FINAL METHOD EVOLVED FOR CULTURING MACROPHAGES 
~ ' . "· . • .. Fo~lo~ing \he • experlim~~t;s des.cribed. ea~lier. in _this ~he~ is,· i~~ 
<.. ~ . j • ._ . . . : • • . • 
dccided .that ,the b~t met,h9d for g'rowing macrophag~s fro~. p:ripi1enV, ·· ~ 
blood in order to c~t them is as follows: . 
20 rot': of blood ar~ withdrawn f~om a"u a~te.cubital'vein'in.to a.~o).I. 
. . 
ml. of' a ~ mg, ·per ml.. solution .of pres~ rvati\e free syringe ' containing, 2 
i~eP,~n-:o9\ufu made 
. . . " . ·c· . : 
I ' ' 
up .as de&crJb.ed under "Basic M~thods and · :r-taterials~'. . "' · · 
. a... 
thi~ sampfe ;i~' a ~eubauer l:lnemocyto'meter.. . . . A ·,.,.hi te cellL, count is' done on 
. - ~~ 
Into· the: hepar~ni~rd .blood 
·~·~· ·· 
i-s add~ ... d 3 ml. ·of De~tran and tho red ce-lls 
• ... o" !/' ... ' • 
. . ' . 
are allo1~ed to sediment at 37°C~ .. for 2 hours ... as describep "'unqer "Basic· . 
Nethods ~nd ·~late.ri.al's". -;. . . ·~ 
\ 
The leukocyte-rich supernatant plasllJa• is then removed! s1S completely . 
as p;'ssible with a Pasteur pipette and i~ put :l.nt"~ 15. ml..\- scr~w-c;pped ·.· 
. e . ·. , ._. :. · " 
• . I , • ~ J 
centrifuge tubes (No: 12-8082 manufactu-red by Corning' Glass,vorks}'. A .. 
. .. ' - ~ . 
,.....,. t . ' . . .t "' 0 : 
white 'blood . cell c~unt is made .. on the p~asma and ·the pJ.asma volume 
·-
redorded·. 
' • , ; , # t • . ,: ,· . 0 • • • .... • • J 
The leuh.~cyte-d.'ch plas{lla is 'th~.n centrifug~ .(as· descdbe<Vunder 
. . .. - . . . . 
f' Basi~ ~~ethods ·.~nd ~afterials~· t6 sediment the 'whit~ blood ·cells ·and leave 
the·' majority of t"he platelets in susp.ensfon .• · Aft.er· dmtr'ifugation, the 
.... <- I ' • ~ ' ' o ' ' j 
'erna.tant is' remov~ci .Nfth .• a Pas.teur pipett.e. a~d is repl~ce~- by an .·: . 
priate ~ount of final tissue· cuhure .medium· ~p give a concen'tration- ·,. 
6 . . ·,. 6 • . . 
lls between 4.0 x 10 and 7.0 ;x. 10 . per 1111. ,.The 'purpose ~f- ti;is 
,. 
1
step ~- to. assur.e tha;:· ecl'ch ,:Petri dish .co~ta;ns._, not- less . t·~~~~· }S .x 106 
~hite . ~ells' and preferably betwe~n ·2~;-fs .x io6 w~ite. celis~ .. ··. . ' 
0 • 
o •• 
T-h~ final tissue culture · medium is 50:50 Eagles mini~al essentia~ ~ . 
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_. :' • • -····.· p -· 89 
cells have be~q ~es.~spended ·in the· tissue culture 
cell count performed, 4 ml. of this :suspension · 
....... 
each of 2 o;f[~· "Integ~l~"...,..Petri dishes. The culture's. are 
., · .
indarge glass Petri ·.dishes · ~. 5 inches .in diameter contairi-:-
t ·gauze.: sponges to p·_revent eva'Poration .o f the cultu.re~ medium. 
~- . 
','t ' . 
Cultures are·· :t;tc-u~ated i~ an· atmosj>her~ of ~% co2_ ~n· ,air_ at .37°C. for. 7 ~ 
d'ays ~ ' ' 
. '\ 
~ • " .4 ~ • • • '. 
After 7 days o..f incugat·ion, ~l!e macrophage ;layers .are rins ed, fix~d, 
. ' 
.stained and co~nt'ed as ··des.crib.ed 4·n·d~r ."Basic Methods and - M~terials!!--. 
•• ' • • '~ • Co • • .-.. 
From the~e. co'un·ts, it .:~ possibl e to calcula te . the tota l numbe r -of· 
macpopltag~s per disl~ .and witl1 the ·aid of the total - ~hite cell co':lnts, . 
• / •• 1\ 
. -. 
t~e n~ber,of m~crophages~ grown from each ml~ 'of blood. 
I . \ ' ' • ' ' • ' ' .' . 
. Othe]j de't.a ils·.of the me thod, ·includi ng the statis_..tic~i me thods 
' 
. ~ 
used•, are de scribed, e arlier in' th~ thesi s under "Basic Methods and· 
.-
Materiais" .. Two photogra_phs o f macrophage monolayer ' pres~nted a are 
1. ~ \' - ·. i n Figure 
.. ~. 
I . 
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Figure 1. Photographs of a macrophage monolayer. Upper picture magnified 
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.8. . ENUMERATION OF MACROPltAGE PRECURSORS T.N THF. :BLOOD OF PATIF.NTS WITH r 
·. · CANCER AND IN .HEALTHY CONTROL SUBJECTS 
(a) I~troduction . ~ ' 
; . 
In' an 'earlier section of t!Ris ~hesis (Section . 2) the ob.1ec~ive and 
. ,: , . ~ ' . 
rationale ~-f . these experime_ntsi wa's ~ cx;l)in~ci in. detail, .. The . pr.o.blem 
caine down ~0., one· of . inve'sti~atin~ pat~ents'_ with advanc~d cance'r., wh~ are : 
• A 
-~known to have a reduced macrophage· response to skin .abraaio._n and. a . 
. . e 
reduction in the.ir cell-mediated immune· response~, ·. to_ see if -they have 
redu~ed number~ of ·macrophage precursors _iJl their. blood. · P~~oua c 
. . 
sec·tions ·of the thesis . describe l:he development and evnlunt;_ion -of a 
. . . 
method .for . counting macro~h~le precursors. ~~ the final "weeks of 
experimental wor~ it .was< possible to· apply the 1 teat t() 7~atien~s with 
ca~cer and to . a ser:t"e_s of healthy controls' .. , \ 
'" ~ .. 
\ . 
(b) Method· • · · 
The technique used· foto _these Qxperif!lents has been· j~scri~ed in\ a · 
· separate chapter entitled '"Detail of the l<'inal Method Evolved for .. 
-
_Culturing Macrophages"·. For statistical methods see pa~e 29 . 
(t) Results .. 
(i) 
' 




In table 1· the relevant de~ails 
·o~ the pat~ents .are presented. It can be seen .-that the types of'_ cancer 
. . ' . 
l!re variabl~, that 2 patients has no met~stases evident 'and four patient7s 
r . 
·had 8efinite metastases, · The seventh j>~tient had lymphosarcoma, The · 
. . 
sex. and. a~es of the· healthy controls are· ~iven as part. of Table 8._ 
) 












TABLE 1. DETAILS FROM PATIE~1S RECORD 
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Bronchopne umoni a. Sus pe ct ed 
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~· .. . . 
. 
. Ca r cinooa -of b r east ; ·removed 
1966 . -Lung Me.tas tasis now; 
'\ 
-Car cinooa of stooach. 




-· Carcinooa of s tomacp . · 
Metastasi s i n Lymph node~. 
Carcinoo a q f pro~ t a te. . 
So Metast~s . 
• 
' 
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TABLE 2. PROPORTION OF CELLS IN .HEPARINIZED PERIPHEdL BLOOD '{ABSOL1ITE NlnmERS)' 
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TABLE 3. PROPORTIO~ OF CELLS IN HEe.ARINIZED PERIPHERAL BLOOD . ABSOLUTE .NUMBEJS) • 
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the cell concentrations it'\ th~ vn~ious . ~uspena.i'ons exnmlnad dur.lnl~ thi! 
0 
courae ·of · the cxpcrim"~ts. · 'these· ~ountR b~co~e more mc;1~tn~ful 1n 
..... . Tn~1cia{5 lin.d 6 ~l.wn the(·a.rc conv":rted · ~~ nbsolu.te . numbcrH, thnt Ia to 
say totnl counts for CLJCh ~uspen.alon •. It .cnn b.e a·cen Jn .II'~blcs s. nnd ' 6 
. . . 
tha,t . about '65% (69% in healthy con,tr'ols nnd 63% ft{ C£lllCI?rJ J>IItll'l1tA) of 
.. 
the ccllR nrig1nnlly prcHent in the blood samples were 
plnamn RURpcnR lona, w1 t!:h' some . 26(. ~ed2mcnt:1 ng wJ th -tiH! 
racovcrcd In llw 
red ccllH. 'L'hcre 
wert' nt tblH stage about 101:; cellA unncc.ounted. f~r. When tl1ci ct!llR In 
the plaamn were further pr.oceAsed to produce ' the finnl cell HUspcnR ion 
- . 
1t !a ev~dent that further cella were loAt, some ln the d~ Hcnrd_ad pl11amn . 
. . 
. supernatant . arid aome unnccounted for. 'rhc finnl ovcraV yJcldH of cC!llR 
were ·ss% tmd 49% ·for .normnl nnd cnna:er pni:Jcmta respectively, 
,. , I 
· not accounted · for amount to .1:6% of ·.the total for healthy liubjectH 'and 25% 
' 
for pa'tienta wit,l1 cancer. 
-, 
'· In ·Tables 7, 8 and ·9 the raEJul ttl • 
l • 
. of' nlllcropl_1age c~t..inting. nrc preaented. T~ble ? , presentH ' tlie number of 
• 
mncrophn.ge prt!cur.aorR in ten · healthy subjects, Only seven of .,those 
. ~ . . 
{Toble .~S) wer,e used ns controls for comparison· with the .seven cancer 
pat1enta; ·~the· r~9ults from experiments 85, . 87,88were orhitrnrily removed 
. -: . /. . . . 
from t·~e control Aeries since it ·was neceRsary to remo.ve two mnlcH ond 
q one. 'female from the hc.olP,1y group to maintain the some · sex rot_1o eta in 
t1re experimentql group.· 
I 
It can be seen thnt both' the av~rage number- of macrbphngea 
. . per ml, •. of' b_lood u~ well as the average perc'entage of ~_he white cella 
~ 
which were macrophage ptecur~ore nre lower in the cancer group. However 
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'i'AB·Li~ 4. COlJN'l'S pgn ML, (CONC~NTRA'l'TON OF CELLS) AT' VARJOlJS H'I'AGeS OJ! 








. t.XP' WH1Tg CI~LL - Wlll'l'g CELL WHI TE CE.LL Wll {T f~ Cf'.I,J. Wll f'f' f~ (!f~f/ 1, ·. 
No; COUNT l'ER COUN'l' PEH . C..OUNT PER ·; COUNT pgf( ~ COUNT f'fl, f{ HL, · 
M~~ . t.n:. PLASMA · J.fL ~ R,U,C, ML, IN ~ f) ffWAfU>Im 
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IS 22 'MI.~ -,. P~-\ - I 
. 
• 
~ u I u R.B.C. IX IT'.:ll. • LEFT L': 
-
-- --~ 
HEP~ l SED~-r -
. CEll. DIS c:;_:mw 
.• . 
. 
.. •BLOOD I ... SLSPEXSIO~; SLPE:RS.:\1'_-\..'.'T 
. -. 
-.. 
-.., , P~-\ .:\1'IER 
' ' 
. . 
. I • . ' . 
-
I' ' . CD.'"TRIFLG..-U'IO..~ 
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. I 
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- ~ I ' •0 -
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. 0 . I' 
l~'CPER t~!EN1', ., AGE .Hlll'rE m.oon· ·-Nmnirm :or MACHOPHAOE PRECU RSORS : 
Nut-IBER I & CI\LL COllN'l' 
-
MACHOPHAGE · . IN ntoon. As %A<ll~ . ov 
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"' ~ . ... . ' 
when ~ -Q'\' t~~t -wns p~rforined_ on theae · figure_s}t is evi_eent . that they 
•, o., ~ 
' o I ~·. ') 
are not significantly dif.ferent, - ~ 
• • .. \t .. ~ 
• • • ( () • •• J \ \ 
. < 1 v >. · ~!~!!!!!!~~L~!!~!~~~!L~!!:..~!L~~~-~~~~!!!:2!2ta!s_~~~~: 
• I) • , • •f , '• ~ , ' ' ' • : • •• • • • I~ 
l'nble 10 the product-moment ~orrelation coeffi.ciafit ·- between vnrious 
- In 
• • c 
. ' 
·white cell t>ypes is· p'res.ented, These correlnt i~n testfl were · pe,rformed 
. in thO .tihree grOup~ w)l~·~h, ~T~ • .. ;{ th: ini Ual grou~ .of ben~ thy sub.Ject.a 
desc,ribed earlier :in this the's is, (2) the canc-er pat;ients and (3) the 
.healthy contl:"ols subjects. . i! • 
It is evident -from Tab.le· .~0 'thjlt -a·, signific~nt posit! ye_ · 
correlation (.p' c <' 0', 05) exists · be~wecn the· -total~olymorph co,unt nnd 
: ~he.totnl white _blood· count tn all .thre'e groups of suhj~cts. 'Thus, ,.the 
higher the total ·wh!.te cell count, the higher was the polymorph count. 
. . ' . 
·' .In addition no significant differenc~ was obae~ed when ·an analysis of 
'. ~ 
. 
· c·ovari~nce was pe_rfo.rmed betwee,n the results from patient_s and the 
• 
-healthy. indivi9~als: ·rhls me~ns that the slopes - ~-f th~ two lines in 
• 0 • 
> . 
~ .. . 
. •. l " ' • • • . '. i ;~• 
Fik. 1 are not ~ignificantly diffe:cent.· Similar results were . seen when -,. 
l . 
f .: 
D. 4 , 
' ' total . Ly,mphocy~e valu~s and _ total-white blood cells .were 
:tne : .~~o grou~-~ · (F{~.~ -.2). .·· 
. ·' ' . 
'· . . 
~ompa r 'ed in 
~- . Witen however,· the , total ljl·acr:ophage. vai~es and' the tot=~.l white " 
•. r 
I ' 
. . b~ood .cells W~re · correlated · ~- flOSf ,tive . ~orr"elat_ion WaS ~ound in healthy o 
- . . 
·-'~ubJ~~tS (bO,th groups · of thes~~. bu~ ·~hO cancer·_group.this poSitive 
.c.orrelation . wa~ not obs,~ved. . ~he analysis of co,va~iance showed ~~ 
~ig~i~i-cimt differey~;e:r_fe.tween these cornilation in the two groups of · 
people. This is . i.~lust~z~ted ' in Fffure 3.· 
. . :--, t " 
The - re~ai~~ correlations ·"-are , probably _of +~ss importance 
0'-. .. 
since in lymphocyte count and polymorp~ co'unt ar'e each linearly related 
fl : ' I . ' 
. to total ~hite count and if macrophage count in healt~ is also linearly 
• ~ • • 1. 
related to tOf~.l White cell COUnt then one could exp,ec~ 8 linear 
'· 
. ·










L "'o • 
.... 
. · . ./. 
,,... 
·. 
. . TABLE 10. PRODUcr-MOM.EjNT CORRELATION: COEFFICIENT. BETWEEN: 
r:::B . .. ' 
\!../ ~ 
' Initial . Control "#; ~ 
Exp~ ('7 exp.) 
. 
;. .. 
Total Macrop~ages value- per 0.746 P< 0.05* 0.838 ·p< 0.05 . 
ml. blood and to~a.l white : (24 exp .. ) .. 
' . blood cell count per ml. 
blood. .. 
~ .. \ 
. .. I 
' ~ - .. -
Total Lymphocytes value ..:o~l49 . . . 0.913 0.05 per . P< . ~ , 
white (10 exp.) ml. blood. and to.tal .. 
blood ·cell count per ml. ... • . . 




Total ~olymorphs value per 0.'968 P< <;>.OS . 0.995 · p < o.os 
ml •. ·blood and total white (9 exp.) . . 
· blood cell count pex;:DIL 
-





Total monocytes value pe-'r ·0.010 0.447 
mL blood and total white (10 .exp.) < 
blood.cell count; per ml. J . ;, 




Total macrophage value per 0.233 0.819 p < 0.05 
.. 
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. . co~·ar.ianc~~ ,_ .. "'Anidysis of 
sh~ed· that the cancer 
.. diff~rJ.bighly -group 
sign.~·ficr~ntly £rom the 
contiol group • .. 
~- - ' . 
' · 
. . . 
N9 significant . 
<Hf;er_etice . was ·found 
· betWeen . the cancer anc;I · 
control groups. · : 
. ~ . 
No s:i,gnificant 
difference was found 
between · the can<;er and 
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-'fABLE 10~ ~, PRODUCT..:.MOMENT. CORRELATION· COEFFICIENT BETWEEN: {CONTINUED) 
~ ·, 
r-------------------~--------~~----------------~--~----------~------------~---+~---------------------, 
· Total macrophage value pei · 
mL blood and total · 
lymphocyte va1ue _per ml. 
blood. 
Total macrophage 'value·· per · 
ml~ .blood and total . 
monocyte . count per ml. · 
blood.· / 
. . 
I~it~al · 'Control 
· Exp. · , .. (7 exp.) '-
. . 












* p =-< 0:05 mean the probability o~ this correlation appearing by chance in less than 5%. 
~u~ there 1s·a significant correlation b~tween the two counts . 
.·. ,. 
. . ' -
· + not sign'ifi·cant. 
' 4 , . I 
./ 
~ .. . ' 
\ .. 
.· 
> • • 
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Figure 1. for .the ·a\love 11-.near ~egressions . _ a~e y a 0.66 •. X 
• • 'I' • • ,' I • 
The 
. dif f: re -_ ce b: .,. •• n_ .~he two slo_pes is not signif\ can t ;, ' ·. for ~hex-~__!9 y • {).80 .X- for the cancer pati ents· gr_oup. 
, ' ... 
_, ' 
: . . 
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' Fi~ure 2·. The -equ~tions· f?r the above li.near·, regressions . ar~ y =.0.303.X· ·. 
' ' 
- . 
for., the controfs and y a O.tJ-6~.X for the cat:tcer patie.nts "gro_up. · The .'· • 
' j differen~ between ·the two slopes is not significant. ·. 
I 
· . 
. • ·.: , . -~,'·1, . 
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F·~gure 3. The relationship between mac:'t;ophage \, and t!otal '· precursors • 




'• t the above linear regressions are y .. 37.567X 
-




•' and y = · 13.34'BX + 262.20 for tne ·can~er .patients group. The. di f f.~ renee 
: • 






















relationship.. h'etween · l~phpcy~': . count and polf!riorph. count o·~ ~he one 
hllnd and mnctoph~g~ count on the other •. 1'o aoine ex~ent. this 






{u) . -. 0 
. . . 
These expcrlm.entR d~ihe m~nRur.em_cnts of the ~~n')ber of mnc;Qphnge 
. 
, precursors in a amnll aerie_!V<?f pntlents for .compnr1Ron with slmllnr 
t - . . 
~ 0 • • • ,. ~ • .. 
measurements in henlthy J.ndividunlR • . There woe f!O atotiaticnlly- ·· 
'si~nifl_catJt dH·fercnce between th~ .number of mncrophagc precurRora in 
·tt;c two groupR •• '1~ ·c~nclude tha~ the fallure of macrophage · 
' 
emigration onto EJkln W!nt.loWf:l, · that Southam and his eollengues d~scdiH!~, 
. . 
is. unlikely to have ~cen· ·due to n Rhortagc o.f precursor ~ella· in · the 
' . ' 
. biood_. - This suggests • that 't,he .ilefcct Jn cnnc~r. pat.ienta is due ei thar 
·r·t · · ' . · · . . · · · 
· ·t~ (1) defective emigration o£: theRe pr-ecursors acrose--ihe · capillary 
,;alls: or 't\J. r~llu~~ or macrop-~ulgea to dev;fcp :1~ .Y!.Y,Q, f~_om the 
precursor calla. · Since the .'culturea.'were Ret up with autologous plasmn, 
the latter expla~otion seems_ ~nlikely. ..·lf " therc~ore the 'defect is :poor. 
ernigratibn !}Cross C~Jpillarics, there are various possible cxP,ln.nations'; 
;or e:xitmple ·(i) · .. th~ Btreng~l~ ~f . chcm~tnctic ~timuii mi~ht be. · ~educed 
. . 
. ;,;-·· 
or .(2) the rcsponeivenese~""'Cf macrophage precursors to · chemotactic 
. . 
,stimuli might be lcaa than normal or (3) there may possibly be on 
. ' .. . . .• I 
. -
obstruction of some sort in the coptllaty wall preventing cells· from 
t . • ' . • • . . ·. 
emigrnting • . l'olymorphonu'cl(!Lir leukocytes emigrate satisfactorily so 
the thir~ poAsibility . is less attracti-ve than the first two. Experi-
. . ~ , . 
,.. ' ., * 
-'me~ta with chemotactic systems in. vitro are available to teat these 
. I 



















"'' . \ . 
The- col-relations betw~en. _th~ ·various cell ~o~nts are of intere~t 
particularly'becauae it ~eems at first -sight that a departure ·from 
normal was observed in the can·c~r ··patients, Wherena the· count of 
' ' ~ 
.. macr~phage precursors correlated posi.tively with the total whlt.c cell 
count in ~eolthy ind{vi~u~ls, in cancer patients on the other hnnd there 
. . -
was no such correla"tion or maybe even 8 negati v~ correlntion b~-tween - the 
counts. rhese relationships between t~e two 'cell• count·B in th~ two 
groups ar.e .signific~ntly different, However a no_tc of cnutlon al1ot.i'ld be 
. ' intro~ucted before too many in~eresting interpr~tatio~ of thiR ·finding 
are''mlldc,· ~fhc simplest explanation is that the ca~cer patie~ts mny 
have unde-rgone streases 1 t>raumas ordnfection which\had not affected 
the healthy controls. For ex~mple, j oJ the patients had undergon~ · 
. 
surgery with~n the week·. 'i'his preliminary study must obviously be .. • . 
- . . c 
repeated with full precautions to exclude surgery :or drug treatmet1t 
' . "' 
_of _the' cancer patien.l:s nnd to · include 88 controls, ~atients who _ arc 
-in lwa~Ita~ fo,r non-cancerous conditi~ns. 
, ', 
The n'ature of the macrophage precursor has riot been precisely 
determined, · l ln th·e 1i tern ture review at the begtnntng of thi R tlies.ir~ 
reasons. were put forward for .concluding that it is ·a c_cll that hoe 
been l"ecently fo~ed by' c-ell division in the bone marrow nnd that it 
{ -
mny reEJ~ble a monocyt~, Experimet}ts ·with this system in. .Yill:.Q. are ... 
limited, but some relevant experiments were petfo.rmed by . Rabinowitz 
. ,. . . ' " . . 
and Schrek (1962), who ' showed tha~ macrophage precursors a) coulcl' be · 
. remo~ecl on a glass -bea_d column and b) were t'lot killed by doses of 
' ' 












• • I 
1 J.l . 
~ . 
.: l 
cho.~nbe.ra, they B!Jid th,cy .wcrc .ahle to··stt'~~~ocytca dev~Jop into' 
' 
mncr::ophngcs but never anw n lymphocyte t'~nnaform in thfa mnnncr, 
. . 
1'Hesc ex_r"crlm.cntn nrl' qunll tntlvc rather thnn _quontltnt!vc, 'l'Jw. 
culture teciJrilquc reported ln thia· thl.'sis offerR . tlu~ poR'Hih11 f ty uf 






end showing the number of motiocytea plate·d out, the numlwr. of mtH!rophngC!ff 
. . . . 
whlch c.lcvclop 1 nnd HO on, In un~ubllshed cKr,erimct:JtA MttrAhnll, S-inmonu 
nnd Wt~~rln~tot~, (1973pcrfw~nl communi.cntioil) hnve begt!n th~il 11nnJy~JH 
and hnvc shown thttt mnt~rophnHl'R do not grow .from .the pol_ymorJ'h Cr11<:t fon 
" olitaincd by Fll!tJl-IHCJPllctUe Acpctrntion. of ~eukocyteH, .hu .. t f~ruw Jn 
nbutHfnncc fr9m ·Chc mgnon'uclcnr frnction. 
F!nnlly on(! tnUAt eonaider the Pt:HHlible impo~tnnce In tumo_tjr fmrnunlty • 
of mncrophng_I.!A, . 'l'lu.!rc l a ~v J ucncc · thnt mncrophngc~ ctm. ql'H t ro.y tumour 
cells on~ alHo· ~~!d(!nco tlwt \ILILS. function in mnn i~ nctuul.ly i.ll!!fl.!llf·Wd 
in pn~ienta wlth cnnct.•r, Grimgcr ond WeieC!!r (1964) hove Hho~n thht the 
. intiturnor 
loglc\lly 
o • • I 
~ctlvlty of mr.tcrophLt&ElR from immunized unimnla 1'14 lmmunn-
apc_cJ flc-. · Kll'llng o~ tu~or cells · by rnacrophugeH iH cffl!l!ted 
tn · two 'stngoA by ?n . 1mmunulog1cnlly epe~iflc internct_i?n which !H 
fol.lowed by a non-apccH!c' lethal renction, Sirnil~rly Holtcrmnnn 
. . . . 
et al .(1.972) hRVl! shown thnt~cells 'o~tained by periton(!O~ · lllVIJge from 
....: 
. ~ . 
nfts which prcviouAiy hncl been a·timulated 6y intr_hpcri toncnl inj cctionf:f 
, 
. . 
:of PPD were found t9 destroy syngeneic polyoma tumor cellA .!.ll. vitro, 
. ' . . . 
iHbba ·· (et al 1972) huvc reportad· similar results by employing t:oxoplna~n 
.instead of PPD. 'l'hus mllcropllnges maybe · impo.rtant.in deatroyi.ng tumor 
f £ cells ".!.!1~· 'rhc incrcnae in R,E.S, unction in cancer p11tients Wlllf 
documentC:!d by _Mnga!oy, (1972) who _ dee~rib_ed ~ inetho·d· of meaAuring thi'd 
... 












____.) . . 
. -~ 112 
,. 
I . . 
. ~rcportoc\ that, in f'l!nernl, pnti!'!nta With . motflfftR80R · h11d E1 tnore active 
. . . r .. ·. . . . 
phnRocytic capn.cHy ~h~n ·those: with primnr~tea only nnct 
I . .. I •• 
thnt when aerial · · 
• I . . . 
a ~utliOA with, time w~re· performoa on eolooted pittir.ntft, «' . -theit' phagoc.ytic · ~ 
I . 
. :· cnpnc1. ty ton~oct to inct:e,nse BB thQ tumour ~Jpronc~, 
·" 
' . 
~i) nur .r_rcHm_inary . reauita .. auJmest · that the_rc nflly bu 11 defect .in 
. I l • 
. ' . . . . . , . . 
~ncr.nph.n~o . oll'liRrtttion from · the b1.otide tronm in_
1
pntienta with' cnncer •. 
·rho finctin~ ci.f an increased functional: citpncity or the tt,F.,R, in cancer. 
I 
.. 
pnticntEf iA nbt ansy to reconcile with this ·cqnclu~ion, ·However, it 
• !f.0Ufcl ho thnt , the mncrophnp,e precuraorA preAont tn tho, blood have · a 
' . 
predilection for'settling in the Amal.l vessels ·.and -sinu_aes of the liver, 
ap.~Qen and lyniph nodes rather thim for .. emig.rnting into . inf1~mect tissues. 
' . : ~ . 
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